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ABSTRACT
Mathematical representation of transient operation
of fixed-bed reactors was examined in order to prepare a
computational model which could simulate the operation of
widely used fixed-bed reaction systems.

A thorough review

of previous mathematical descriptions was performed.

The

equation systems were examined to determine which system
would result in the most descriptive, yet soluble, mathe
matical representation.
Two second order coupled non-linear partial differ
ential equations were found to provide ghe generality
sought.

These equations utilize the Peclet numbers for

heat and mass transfer -

The equations describe the

temperature and conversion within the fixed-bed reactor
as a function of radial and axial position and time.

The

boundary conditions were examined with respect to
theoretical rigor and compat ability with numerical solu
tion.
The model equation system was written in finite
difference form and programmed in FORTRAN computer language
for digital computer solution.
Digital solution rates, equation stability and
execution time requirements for the numerical solution were
evaluated.
viii

ix
The results of the computer program were compared
with steady-state experimental data for the sulfur dioxide
and air reaction system.

Good agreement was found between

model and experimental temperature and conversion profiles.
Recommendations for improvements in the mathe
matical model and method of solution are included.

INTRODUCTION
The fixed bed chemical reactor is one of the oldest
configurations for carrying out gas-solid or liquid-solid
contacting or reaction on an industrial scale.

In essence^

a fixed or packed bed reactor is a vessel or enclosure,
often tubular in design, filled with catalytically active
solid material held rigidly in position.

The gas or liquid

reactant stream flows through the vessel and is brought
into intimate contact with the solid material by flowing
through the randomly oriented packing elements.

The size

of the packing elements is generally quite small with
respect to the diameter of the vessel.

An effective time

of contact or residence time is provided between the
flowing phase and the stationary packing material in which
a chemical reaction may take place.

The vessel is often

externally heated or cooled to provide or remove the heat
of reaction.
Fluidized bed reactors and other gas-solid con
tacting devices have been extensively developed and are in
widespread u s e .

The fixed bed reactor is, however,

generally preferable to these other types and are widely
used in industrial applications in which internal reaction
temperature extremes are not encountered and in which a
high rate of catalyst material reprocessing is not required.
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The mathematical description of the phenomena
observed in the operation of fixed bed chemical reactors
has been of interest to chemical engineers since the first
use of this type of equipment in industry.

In order to

provide more accurate design methods and to expand the
amount of fundamental information concerning the kinetic
and transport phenomena taking place, many investigators
have attempted to derive, solve and verify mathematical
descriptions predicting chemical reactor performance.
In particular, a mathematical description or
nmodeln of a fixed bed reactor should provide sufficient
information to predict the entire state of the reaction,
system as a function of position within the reactor.

Since

radial flow rate variation is observed within cylindrical
vessels, the fluid residence time is dependent upon the
radial position within the bed.

The flow variation and the

presence of diffusional effects in both the radial and
longitudinal directions cause radial concentration varia
tion.

External heat transfer processes generate radial

temperature gradients.

The pressure within the flow

environment is temperature dependent for gasseous systems
and changes as a function of the longitudinal position
within the bed.

The state of the reaction system, described

by the pressure, temperature and chemical conversion is a
complex function of radial and longitudinal position and
the operating conditions.

The state of the reaction system is also a function
of time e

Since actual process feed streams and environ

mental conditions can rarely be maintained at constant
composition, pressure, temperature or flow rate, perturba
tions in reactor feed streams or environment are routinely
experienced*

Information concerning the dynamics,

particularly the thermal response, of fixed bed reaction
systems is necessary for design and specification of
adequate control systems.

Unsteady state operation has

been seen to result in some instances in transient upset
conditions.

Reduced conversion, thermal degradation of

catalyst, and, in the extreme, physical damage may result
from thermal transients without adequate control systems.
It is highly desirable to have a mathematical
description and its solution which provides the conditions
of the reacting system as a function of spatial coordinates
and time with usable accuracy for arbitrary system forcing
functions or perturbations.

With the development of modern

computational methods and devices, the attainment of this
goal has been made possible.
Although computational models are available which
contain the descriptive qualities required, compromises in
the rigor of the theoretical description have been incor
porated in order to allow economically feasible numerical
solution.

Much work remains to be done in the field of

dynamic reactor simulation.

As computational speeds
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increase, methods for the solution of the differential
equations which result from description of the reaction
system, heretofore untried, may be employed to provide
usable solutions of equations which are more accurate,
theoretically more rigorous and of more general applica
bility than prior models.
This work is an attempt to extend the applicability
of dynamic mathematical relationships to describe fixed bed
reactor operation.
Objectives
The specific objectives of this work are as
follows:
1.

To review and summarize previous investigation of
the simulation of fixed bed chemical reaction
systems.

2.

Develop a set of equations, which provides a
thorough description of dynamic fixed bed reactor
operation.

Investigate the applicability of

established boundary conditions, proposing alterna
tive relations wherever required.

The solution to

this set of equations should be economically
feasible.
3-

Implement a numerical solution of the model equa
tions .

Compare the solutions generated by the model with
available experimental data.

In conjunction with

a suitable search technique the model shall be
utilized to determine values of any equation
parameters so as to optimize the agreement with
experimental data.
Provide basic information concerning equation form?
stability and solution techniques so as to facili
tate subsequent investigation.

II.

REVIEW OF PREVIOUS MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTIONS
OF CHEMICAL REACTORS
The mathematical description of the phenomena

observed in the operation of chemical reactors has been of
interest to chemical engineers since the first use of
reaction systems in the chemical industry.

In order to

provide more accurate reactor design methods and to expand
the amount of specific knowledge concerning the kinetic and
transport phenomena observed, a large number of investi
gators have attempted to derive and verify expressions
predicting chemical reactor performance«

The result of

this effort has been, the publication of a large number of
mathematical descriptions for the thermal, mass transfer
and kinetic behavior of reaction systems.
A characteristic evolutionary increase in the
sophistication and complexity of these descriptions has
occurred„

Design procedures are continually being improved

as the available reactor theory is expanded and mathemati
cal descriptions are improved.

The initial step in any

attempt to generate a concise mathematical description of
reaction system dynamics is to review the work of previous
investigators and to proceed with a minimum of duplication
of effort, utilizing as a basis what appears to be the most
valuable prior w o r k .
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Previous descriptions of reactor performance have
been based upon energy, momentum, and mass balances
predicting the overall thermal, flow and conversion
characteristics of reaction systems.

The models describing

temperature, flow and conversion or concentration within
the reactor have generally been derived from effective
transport phenomenon expressions.
In order to generalize the nomenclature and to
provide a common basis for the equations in this review, a
general reactor will be described.

For equation systems

which do not attempt to describe the spacial variation of
variables such as temperature, conversion or concentration,
the following view will be satisfactory.

The reactor, for

either homogenous reactions, has one input stream and one
output stream with volumetric flow rates Q and mass flow
rates G.

Heat transfer to or from the reactor may be

accomplished in various ways and may be quantized as H
enthalpy units per unit time or per unit area, or may be
specified by a cooling medium temperature T* for non
dynamic expressions.
is

and

Concentration at the inlet and outlet

respectively.

The conversion at the inlet and

outlet may be referred to as f\ and f ,

The reactor may be

schematically described as in Figure 1 , page 8 .
For reactors where spacial variations are signifi
cant, equation systems are often used which attempt to
predict the functional dependence of all parameters with

8
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Figure 1

A schematic diagram of a general lumped spacial
parameter reactor.
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Figure 2.

A schematic diagram of a general fixed-bed
reactor.
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spacial position within the reactor«

A common symmetry

will be assumed and the nomenclature generalized for the
case of a cylindrical reactor as shown in Figure 2 ? page 8 .
A necessary condition for the use of any mathe
matical description of reactor performance is that the
kinetics of the specific chemical reaction system be known
and that a suitable mathematical description is available.
The reaction rate may be a function of temperature, con
version and many other parameters.

In the following

equations, specific reaction rate, mass converted per unit
time per unit volume is indicated as R.
The equations resulting from the overall mass and
enthalpy balances or the effective transport phenomena
relations for the dynamic case are generally differential
equations, ordinary differential equations in the case of
a lumped-parameter model or partial differential equations
in the case of a distributed parameter model.
Lumped parameter models may be described as those
equation systems in which the dependent variables such as
temperature and conversion are functions of only one
independent variable.

The independent variable would be

time for dynamic equation systems or some spacial position
in the steady state systems.
A distributed parameter model is a system of equa
tions in which the dependent variables are functions of two
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or more independent variables «,

These equation systems

generally consist of partial differential equations.
Previously derived equation systems 9 or "models 9,f
will be reviewed in order of increasing complexity; from
lumped parameter models to distributed parameter models 9
from ordinary to partial differential equations.
Several authors have previously presented reviews
of past work in the field of "modeling" reactor charac
teristics*

Beek (5 ) has presented analyses of the various

types of chemical reactors in use in the chemical industry
today.

Lapidus (32) has organized and presented examples

of the various types of resultant, equations in order of
increasing mathematical complexity.

Wilhelm (44) has

presented

a review of the progress toward

the a priori

design of

reactors with emphasis upon the

underlying

theoretical basis of the equations.
The most elementary mathematical description of
reaction systems are termed lumped parameter models.

Types

of reactors which are particularly subject to this type of
analysis include batch reactorss perfectly mixed tank
reactors and plug flow reactors.
while the

It should be noted that

emphasis of this work is placed

and description of

upon the analysis

fixed bed reactors 9 analysis by means of

equations developed for these simple lumped parameter
systems may be used where operating conditions provide
physical similarity to one of the above mentioned classes
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or where the rigor and additional effort required to
provide more accurate predictions of the reactor perform
ance cannot be justi fi ed.
The simplest chemical reactor is the batch reactor.
The batch reactor has been described and analyzed by many
authors, however,

the description included in this work is

due to Aris

A batch reactor is, in essence, a closed

(2).

v e s s e l , charged with reactants,
vided with temperature c o ntr ol .

generally stirred and pr o
It may be operated at

constant volume or constant pr e s s u r e .
For N simultaneous reactions occurring with S
reactant s:
S

V

a.

0

.A.". =
ij ij

(2.1)

j=l
N

c.= c. + V
J

JO

a.

.f. .
1J 1 J

(2.2)

i= l
A dynamic mass balance upon the reactor contents yields:
dC
dt

N
— ^

(^i, C 2 ...

, T, P,

...)

(2 .3 )

i=1
For constant pressure and system properties,
balance is:

the enthalpy
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N
VE

(cx

i =1

H

(2.4)

For constant v o l u m e :
N
C

— ■=
v at

V

(-A U) .R.
i i

- H

(2.5

i =1
A continuous stirred tank reactor or perfectly
mixed reactor is a perfectly mixed vessel with one input
stream and one output stream.

Heat is added or removed by

some external heat transfer process such as a heat
exchanger and recirculation or an internal heat transfer
coil or jacket.

Aris and Amundson

Beutler and Roberts

(3), Lapidus

(7), Bilious and Amundson

(32),

(8), and

others have presented derivations of the appropriate
descriptive equations and analyses of the control dynamics
for this class of reactor.
For a perfectly mixed tank reactor with constant
liquid level and system properties,
dCi

i

C.
i

a mass balance y i e l d s :

) - V'R
tank

An enthalpy balance results in:

(2 .6 )
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A plug flow reactor may be viewed as essentially a
long vessel with one input stream and one output stream in
which thorough lateral mixing and negligible longitudinal
mixing is assumed to o c c u r .

The vessel or tube may be

filled with packing or it may be empty.

The manner in

which the reaction proceeds as a function of longitudinal
position within the plug flow reactor is analagous to the
extent of reaction with respect to time in the case of a
batch reactor.
Aris

(2) has presented a detailed derivation of the

equations describing the response of plug or piston flow
tubular r e a cto rs .

The longitudinal position,

assumed to be the only independent variable.

z, is
For constant

mass flow rate and uniform system properties incremental
mass and enthalpy balances result in:
G

= R(f, T, p , ...)

(2.8)

and:
GC

p dz

= ) . R + R* + H

(2 .9 )

The term, H * , in equation (2.9) represents the enthalpy
change per incremental longitudinal distance due to
pressure drop resulting from f l o w .

H is the enthalpy

transferred per incremental distance due to any external
heat transfer p r o c e s s .
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When neither plug flow nor perfect mixing is in
effect in a reaction system, as is the case for most
physically realizable system, lumped parameter models may
still be used to describe the overall system dynamics.
Cholette and Cloutier (l6 ) and Cholette, Blanchet and
Cloutier (15) have developed a computational model which
describes the mixing characteristics of any vessel as a
combination of a perfectly mixed tank and a plug flow tank.
Numerous other models are available (2 6 ) which allows the
residence time distribution of any arbitrary vessel and
operating conditions to be simulated when only the exit
concentration or conversion and temperature is of interest.
The steady state conversion or temperature profiles
in a realistic tubular reactor may also be described by
means of lumped parameter equations with only one
independent variable.
In the plug flow case, the assumption is made that
longitudinal mixing or dispersion does not occur.

However,

in realistic cases, axial dispersion as well as radial dis
persion does occur.

This dispersion has previously been

described by means of the superposition of a diffusional
process upon the predominant bulk flow effect.

The dif

fusive flux may be defined in terms of an effective
diffusion constant, D, such that:

15
d 2C .
N. = D. -1
1 dz

(2.10)

Himme]blau and Bischoff

(26) have derived a

component mass balance for tubular reactors for the steady
state case with all radial parameter variation averaged.
The basic form of this second order, ordinary differential
equation is termed the "diffusion equation" and is as
fo ll ow s:
d2C.
D.
1 . 2
dz

dC.
- v —— — - R. = 0
dz
i

(2.11)

Wehner and Wilhelm (43) presented a similar
expression based upon the dimensionless Peelet number where:

Pe

H

jT"
m

(2.12)

In terms of the Peelet number and conversion, the
axial diffusion equation b e c o m e s :

dz

H

- R* = 0

Wehner and Wilhelm presented an analytic solution for this
equation given first order kinetics and the following
boundary conditions:
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1 df
Pe dz

1 = f
df
dz

z = O

(2.14)

z = 1

0

It has been noted (2) that for P e — » 0 the reactor
model approaches the perfectly mixed case, while for
P e — »oo

the reactor model approaches plug f l o w .
When more than one independent variable is included

in the derivation,

as in the case of a distributed parameter

model, partial differential equations are generated rather
than ordinary differential equations.

Many varieties of

distributed parameter models have been presented in the
litera tur e.

Generally,

axial and radial dispersion

effects have been described by the use of diffusion
coefficient or Peelet number flux terms.
The simplest class of the distributed parameter
model of a fixed bed reactor examines temperature and
concentration profiles in both the radial and longitudinal
directions for the steady state case.

Cl eland and Wilhelm

(l?) examined the case in which the radial diffusion was
assumed to be significant and in which the axial diffusion
was neglected.

The form of the relation which results from

component mass balances is:

+ d

r

or

2

+

I
r

dr

R = 0

(2 .1 1 )
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Cl eland and Wilhelm utilized an assumption of a parabolic
flow profile,

the functional relationships which results

for laminar flow in empty,

cylindrical tubes.

term utilized in equation (2.11)

V (r) = V
z
z

1 0

.

The velocity

then becomes:

(t M

(2 .1 2 )

This equation system was then solved by both digital and
analog computation techniq ues.
Froment

(23) presented a solution for the same case

with a reaction rate term showing functional dependence
upon both the extent of reaction or conversion and tempera
ture.

The equations which resulted from this development

were :

a

_ 2
3r

1 a_f
r ar

af
+ b
3z
lr a (f> T) ■ 0
(2.13)

a 2T
Lar2

dT
3z + b 2r a (f’ T) “ 0

with the following boundary conditions:
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f = 0, z = 0
= O

fr

= 0,

T = 0

z = 0

—

r = 0

dr

= 0

(|1)

[° - *• «L R’J

= a [i

r = R'J

- T(R* , z)J , a =

(2.14)

R ’

The analytical solution presented
equations

(2 .1 3 ) and (2.14) assumed first

forthe

system of

order kinetics

and an Arrhenius temperature dependence of the reaction
rate co nst ants.

The solution is in the form of a double

Dini s er ie s:
00

f(r, z) =

(2.13)
N =0

where:

h (z )
h* (z) =
Hall and Smith

(2-l6)
(2 3 ) examined the case in which the

packing or catalyst particle temperature may differ from
the gas temperature at the steady state due to the heat
generated due to chemical reaction within the catalyst
particles.

Distributed parameter expressions for the
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radial and axial variations of the temperature of both the
gas and solid phases are as follows:
Gas :

(2 .1 7 )

Solid:

K .r i f i2: + 1r
dr

dr

+ K'

^ - CXq(3 - ha(T'-T)

= 0

(2.18)

3x

I r w i n , Olson and Smith

(29) used an extension of

the equation system of Grossman in order to generate a
semi-graphical reactor design procedure.

The resultant

design expressions, based upon a two dimensional diffusion
model are:

(2.19)

and:
a p (2nrdr)dz
F

(2 .2 0 )

Bernard and Wilhelm (6) examined the turbulent
diffusion in fixed beds of packed solids and utilized an
equation which relates longitudinal and radial concentra
tion gradients at steady state to the turbulent mass
diffusivity and superficial velocity in the absence of
reaction.

The following boundary conditions were used in conjunction
with equation (2.21):
z = + OO

C = CA

z — —oo

c = 0

r = a

?—
= 0
3r

^c

(2.22)

Realizing the similarity of this equation system with an
analogous case in heat transfer, Barnard and Wilhelm
utilized the solution of Carsiaw and Jaeger

(14) and

presented the solution:

o
z“
C _
q

e

f

t _
.
e"E
tP-NZ .
‘E^
. y
e‘EtP-V
. Jo (^Nr )
t)
.-H
27ta2 (nEtt)
N=
J 0 (PN )
Wilhelm, Johnson, Wyncoop and Collier

(2 .2 3 )

(45)

generated a digital computer solution for the Pec1et Number
based equation, equation (2.1J ), and have made it available
for public use.

Carberry and Wendel

(13) presented a

digital solution for the same equation for the adiabatic
and quasi-adiabatic cases.

Williams and Lauher

(46) like

wise have generated and made available for design use*a
digital implementation of the Pec1 et number m o d e l .

21
Mc G uir e
state profiles

and Lapidus

(33) have examined the steady

for both the interpar tic le

and intra-

par ticle fields u ti liz in g a finite stage ve rs io n of the
peclet number model

as pr odu ced by Deans and Lapidus

(19)•

As the quantity of data concerning re actor p e r 
formance was increased,

the nee d was r ec ogn ize d for the

d es cr ipt ion of the transient or dynamic response of fixed
bed reactor o p e r a t i o n «

In fo rm ati on concerning the

d y n a m i c s , p a r ti cu la rl y the thermal r e s p o n s e , of the fixed
bed reactor is req u ir ed for the sp eci fi cat io n of adequate
control

systems.

U n s t e a d y state operation has been seen

to r e s u l t , in some instances,
tions.

R ed uce d c o n v e r s i o n , thermal de gr adation of

catalyst,
thermal

in transient upset c o n d i 

and in the e x t r e m e , physical

transients

damage due to

are some of the possi ble

transient ope ration without
In response

effects of

adequate control

equipment.

to the re qui re men t for the de scription

of transient reactor b e h a v i o r , significant

effort has been

applied to the p ro ble m and several dynamic models of fixed
bed reactors have been e v o l v e d .
The simplest

form of distrib ut ed par ame ter model

wh i ch attempts to describe the dynamic behav io r is a second
order partial

differential

equation which reflects

dependent va ria ble v a ri at io n w i t h respect
in dependent var ia ble

to one spacial

and with respect to time.

The

der iv ati on of the equation system for this class of

22

reactor model based upon effective transport relations is
due to Baron

(4).

U si ng the Fourier Poisson equations

provide the model

structure and the kinetic

to

theory of

gasses

to justify the use of di ffusion par ameter i n f l u 

ences,

Baron derived and pre sented the following e q u a t i o n s :

a2T
Pe

| 1 + A P 2R(T, c) . P f l

(2.24)

I3z2

and

3z

i a z 2j
This

Gro s sm an

ac

ac

d 2C
Pe

"

(2 .25)

P 2R(T’ C) = d f

system is an ext ension of the work of

(24).

Both Baron and Gros sma n have utilized the

steady state versions

of the equation s y s t e m , implemented

in a graphical procedure,

to provide a reactor design

technique.
Carbe rr y and Bretto n

(12)

examined the axial

dispers io n of mass in flow through fixed beds.
a subst itu ti on of variables,
state axial

Uti li z in g

they treated the unsteady

diffusion equation for a no n- rea ct ive system.

The resultant

equation is:

„ a 2c
az2

-> ac
~

ac

(2 .26)

= ar

for:
x = z

rT

(2.27)
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Equa tio n

(2.26)

becomes:

(2 .2 8 )

E 5-§ =
ax2
Eq uation

(2.28)

is an equation for which an analytic

solu

tion e x i s t s .
Sincla ir and Potter
(2.26).

Moreover,

(4l)

also examined equation

they treated unste ad y state diffusion in

spherical coordinates where:

D

d 2C
r

ar2

+ FJF

The solution to equation

(2 -29)
(2.29)

is:

-( r 2 /torT)
c =

6

( 2 -30)

Crider and Foss

(l 8 ) solved the equations for this

class of simulat ion and included the effect of heat
transfer betwee n the catalyst imp regnated packing and the
flowing gass phase for the reactive case.
of plug flow in their work reduces
order partial

differential

a single component

The assumption

the equations to first

equations.

The mass balance for

is:

dc.
ac.
1 + 3— — = -R
af
dx
The heat balance for the fluid results in:

(2.31)
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a r + ajr
!^ = R + H ( T
dj'

+

d X
x

p

4h
p

- T) +

(2 .3 2 )

A heat balance upon the solid catalyst particles y i e l d s :

dT

H
(2.33)

A lt hou gh the equation system of Crider and Foss
cannot

simulate the effect of d iff usi on upon reaction,

their model has been ut ilized to suc cessfully predict
reactor per formance for a physical
persio n effects

system in w h ic h the d i s 

are n eg li gib le with respect

to the bulk

convective transport.
Beutler and Roberts
co mputation techniques

(?) have utilized analog

for the simulation of reactors

re p re se nt ab le by the u nst ead y s t a t e , longitudinal
equation.

Canning and Churchill

(10) have pr esented a

critique of the design of electronic
solution of the dynamic

diffusion

equations.

simulators for the
Crider and Foss

ut il ize d finite difference techniques

in a digital

m e n t a ti on of the solution of equations

(2 .3 1 ),

(1 8 )
imple

(2 .3 2 ), and

(2.33)•
The most descriptive

equation system proposed to

date was also derived by Baron
the va ri ati on of temperature
spacial

coordinates

(4).

This

system expresses

and con cen tr ati on in both

and time.

of change for the h ete rog en eou s

Derived from the equations
flow field,

the equations
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predict

the response of both the temperature and c o n c e n t r a 

tion wit hin a volume of the reactor contents in which the
catalyst

and fluid properties have been

"lumped,"

or

averaged.
The

r
O
Cl
D
1

1
Pe

equations a r e :

X

^x2

,

1
Pe

a 2c
r

6r

, 1 dC
r dr

+ A i R ( c ’ T)

6C
AT
(2.34)

and:

1
Pe

a 2T
X

Ax2

, _1
Pe

r

1 AT
r 6r

A r2

| I + A P 2H(C,

T) .

(2 .3 5 )
Pe

x

and Pe

r

are the axial

and radial Peclet N u m b e r s ,

r e s p e c t i v e l y , (3 is a specific heat ratio and

^

is the heat

of reaction.
Co mp at ib le boun dar y conditions
C(x,

r , 0)

T(x,

r, 0 ) = G(x,

= g (x , r )

C (0 , r , 7" ) - -

T(0,

r , n

are:

1
Pe

r)

x

AC
<bx

^ X
= f (r , 7" )
0 , r.T
= F (r 1 T )

= - pir

0, r , r

(2 .3 6 )
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0

L, r , f

C

O

(2.36)

x, R* ,r
&T
<;,r

x,

r

>

,r

= h [ t (X , r - , r ) - t w (x , r )j

These equations,

(2.34),

p re sen te d and analyzed by Lapidus

(2.35) and (2 .3 6 ) were
(3 2 ).

The fe asibility of

an imp le me nt at i on of this equation system was discussed by
Lapidus with the general co ncl usi on that a numerical
solution for the full dynamic

simulati on is impossible.

Even wi th . . . simpli fy ing assumptions it has
prove n impossible to solve these equations numerically.
Three independent va riables are involved which implies
that analog sim ula ti on cannot be u s e d ; the time and
storage require me nts for even the largest digital
computer plus stability and convergence requirements
seems to exclude their practical use.
This

author cannot find any docum ent at ion in the

literature stating that
attempted,

or that

a so lution of the system has been

a concise feasib ili ty study of the

im ple men ta tio n of the full

equations

system has been u n d e r -

t ak en .
Deans

and Lapidus

(19) have simulated the two

dimensional

dynamic rea ct io n case by means of a two

dimensional

array of per f ec tl y mix ed stages.

The work is
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based upon the fact that

a one dimensional

dynamic

equation

with no chemical re ac tio n

O
1

yields

(2.37)

a solution whi ch is identical with that obtained for

a set of N pe rfe ct ly mixe d stages in s e r i e s .
have

extended the concept

The authors

to a two dimensional

array of

pe rfe ct ly mix ed stages i nte rc onn ect ed in an appropriate
manner.

On this basis,

equations

(2.3**) and

(2.35) are

repla ced by

ac.
(2 .3 8 )

and

.

J

The subscripts

+ R

(2.39)

i and j refer to the radial

and longitudinal

suitably wei gh te d averages of

stage n u m b e r .

the co nc ent rat io n and temperature from the i -1 stage whi ch
feed into the i,

j stage.

The appropriate bo und ar y and initial conditions are
given by:
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C.
. = C
ii J
o
t = 0,

initial

T.
. = T
:i., j
o
(2.40)
C

. = C*
o, J

T

. = T*
o, J

}

i nle t

to bed

III.

NOMENCLATURE

constant in reaction rate expression
coefficients in finite difference equations
coefficient in Froment equations (23)
coefficient in Froment equations (23)
coefficient in Rate expressions
concentration of species i, lb moles/cu ft.
heat capacity at constant pressure, BTU/lb mole °F
heat capacity at constant volume, BTU/lb mole °F
particle diameter, Ft.
Diffusivity, sq Ft/Hr.
longitudinal effective diffusivity, sq ft/hr.
dif fusivity, component i, sq ft/hr.
radial dif fusivity, sq ft/hr.
eddy mass diffusivity, sq ft/hr.
eddy turbulent mass diffusivity, sq ft/hr.
conversion, dimension1 ess
reactor feed rate, lb moles/hr.
mass flow rate, lb/sq ft hr.
enthalpy flux, BTU sq ft hr.
enthalpy change per linear foot due to pressure
drop in fixed bed, BTU/cu ft hr.
film coefficient, particle to fluid, BTU/hr sq ft
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film coefficient, wall to fluid, BTU/hr sq ft °F
J ( )
o

Bessel function of order zero

K

chemical equilibrium constant
reaction velocity constants,

k

thermal conductivity, BTU/hr ft °F

k^

point effective thermal conductivity, BTU/hr ft °F

1

radial position increment, dimensionless

L

length of reactor, ft

m

longitudinal position increment, dimensionless

n

series index

N

number of simultaneous reactions
number of moles of component i, moles

P

absolute pressure, Ib/sq ft

Pe

Peclet number, dimensionless

Pe

r

Peclet number for diffusion in radial direction,
dim.

Pe

x

Peclet number for diffusion in axial direction,
dim.

p^

partial pressure of component i, Ib/sq ft

q

specific reaction rate , lb mass/lb catalyst

R

specific reaction rat e , lb mole/volume hr

R.
i

specific reaction rate for component i

R'

radius of reactor , ft

r

radial coordinate , ft

S

total number of components

T

temperature,

°R or °F
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reactor inlet temperature
coolant me d i u m point temperature
catalyst temperature
T

_
cool

T’
,
t ank

coolant bulk temperature
solids tem perature
average tank reactor temperature

t

time, hr

U

internal

V

volume of r e a c t o r , cu ft

v

linear superficial velocity,

v^

directional

^q

v

energy

ft/hr

component of veloc ity vector

center line reactor fluid velocity,

x

axial coordinate,

x’

c o n v e r s i o n , dimension les s

y

dimensio nle ss

z

tr ansformed axial coordinate,

Oc. .
i ,J

ft

axial coordinate,

stoichiometric

x/d^,

ft

coefficient

(3

dim ensionless heat ratio

(3^

argument

of bessel fu nction

Ar

finite difference increment in radial

Ax

finite difference increment

finite difference increment

direction

in longitudinal

direction
AT

ft/hr

in time

di men sionless varia ble
P

dimension le ss radial var ia bl e

X.

heat of r e a c t i o n , BTU/lb conv.
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Pl
Ps

9

density of
density of
time,

hr

r

dimensionl

£

dimensionl
viscosity,

V

gradient o

e

void fract

Subscripts
b

bulk average val

c

catalyst

cool

coolant point pr

e

exit conditions

f

film coefficient

g

gas

i

inlet conditions

i

component

j

reactio n number,

1

radial

m

longitudinal

n

index

o

value

r

radial

t

turbulent condit

w

wall

conditi

increment
inc

at center
coordinat

condition
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x

car tes ian coordinate

y

ca rtesian coordinate

z

car tesian coordinate

Su perscript s
•

superficial

condition

*

coolant bulk pr operty

IV.

DEVELOPMENT OF REACTOR MODEL EQUATIONS

The reaction process for a fixed bed reaction
system may be viewed as an external field problem in which
the interior of the system dynamically responds to external
forcing functions, feed temperature and composition,
external heat transfer processes and .the arbitrary initial
conditions of the bed.

The microscopic operation of a

fixed bed reactor may be described by writing mass and heat
balances, for a differential volume element within the bed.
The temperature of the material within the differential
volume is determined by a heat balance which relates the
effects of thermal diffusion, heat flux due to convective
or bulk transport and heat generated due to chemical
reaction.

The amount of heat generated and mass converted

from one species to another is seen to be a function of the
chemical constituents and the temperature on and near the
active surfaces of the catalyst.
These surface concentrations and temperatures are a
function of the bulk fluid concentrations and temperature
and the transport properties of the system.

The bulk

properties are in turn determined by heat and mass balances
involving diffusion, convective transport, and, in the case
of thermal transport, radiation and conduction.

These bulk

transport phenomena are distinguishable from the transport
34
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occurring in the vicinity of the catalyst•

It is the bulk

conditions which are responsive to changes in the external
field.
Reaction analysis relates the reaction rate to
either the catalyst surface conditions or to bulk condi
tions in the fluid phase such as fluid temperatures and
component concentrations.

The catalyst surface conditions

may be related to the bulk conditions by separate transport
relationships written for the catalyst system alone (44).
The ability to describe the reaction kinetics with respect
to bulk conditions allows an arbitrary choice to be made
concerning the degree of simulation utilized in the model
of the overall reaction system.

As catalyst surface condi

tions are experimentally difficult to measure, reaction
rates for catalytic reaction systems have generally been
correlated in terms of bulk properties without recourse to
intraparticle temperature and concentration gradients.
The choice of reaction rate phenomena related to
bulk properties has significant advantages.

Numerical

computations are rendered less complex than for the case
where both interparticle and intraparticle gradients are
described

In the case of a dynamic analysis of reactor

performance, thermal lags due to temperature gradients
within the catalyst particle and intraparticle diffusion
effects are of importance in describing the actual reaction
condition within the catalyst particle.

Even though a bulk
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condition model is utilized in describing the overall
system response, catalyst phenomena are describable by
coupled but separate differential equations in conjunction
with the main external field problem simulation (44, 6 )*
Grossman (24) examined a set of differential equa
tions describing heat transfer effects in fixed bed
reactors utilizing a multiple gradient, divergence theory
approach.

He presented a graphical method for the solution

of the reactor temperature equation in the absence of
thermal diffusion (24).

Baron (4) extended the equations

of Grossman to include the radial diffusion of both heat
and m a s s .

Numerous other authors have presented derivations

for the effective transport model system (2 , 4, 5 , 2 3 , 2 $,
44).

However, longitudinal diffusion effects have generally

been disregarded.

Bernard and Wilhelm (6 ), Wilhelm (44),

Sinclair (40), and Carberry (11) have examined the
longitudinal effects.

Both radial and axial diffusion

have not been utilized in a single model equation.

Deans

and Lapidus (19) have developed a stage wise description of
the two dimensional field problem and generated a model
incorporating both axial and radial diffusion.

However,

this model employs the mathematical similarity of a fixed
bed reactor with a two dimensional array of perfectly mixed
tank reactors.
Computational problems have previously rendered the
dynamic analysis of the fixed bed reaction system to be
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economically impractical without the use of simplifying
assumptions (2, 32).
A development of the non-steady state differential
equations describing the response of a fixed bed reaction
system with both axial and radial diffusion has been
generated as an extension of the equation system of Baron
(6 9 k O ^ 44) and is presented in the following section of
this work.
A fixed bed reactor may be visualized as a vessel
packed with catalyst particles having dimensions small
compared with those of the vessel itself.

A fluid,

gaseous or liquid, containing the reactants, products and
inerts is made to flow through the packing.
Three distinct zones are present within the reactor.
An inlet section in which no reaction takes place precedes
the reaction zone.

The packing and dimensions of this

section have flow characteristics similar to those of the
reaction zone.

The inlet section is followed by a reaction

zone of length L in which catalytic ally active material is
present on and in the packing or catalyst support.

The

final zone consists of a non-reactive exit section.

In

this model and derivation, it is assumed that all heat
transfer processes are applied external to the cylindrical
reaction vessel as is the case for jacketed fixed bed
reactors.

The schematic description of the reaction system is
shown in Figure 3•
It must be assumed that it is possible to choose a
differential volume sufficiently large to contain an
appreciable number of catalyst pellets yet small enough to
assume the uniformity of the bulk temperature and composi
tion within the volume„

This assumption allows the

conversion of the discrete heterogeneous system to a quasicontinuous system in which all extensive properties may be
viewed as continuous functions of position and time without
mathematical discontinuities in the interior field of the
reactor »
Several investigators have shown that for a mathe
matically continuous description of the reaction system to
be utilized, the ratio of the reactor diameter to the
catalyst particle diameter should be approximately equal
to or greater than ten (3 2 , 44).
Consider the differential volume as being packed
with catalyst particles in a random fashion.

In such a

case, the heat transfer by means of solid to solid conduc
tion is small due to the small average contact area between
the particles.

The heat transfer due to solid to solid

conduction will be assumed to be negligible with respect to
molecular and turbulent thermal diffusion and bulk thermal
convection.

Given this assumption, the heat transfer

effects may be described in terms of effective transport

Heat

Transfer

o O

Jacket

H O

FEED

I nl et
S e c t i on

Figure 3•

Reaction
Sect i on

Outlet
S e c t i on

A schematic description of an expanded fixed-bed reactor with inlet and
outlet sections.
V)

<0

4o

properties.

G en er all y the effective thermal c on duc ti vit y

is u ti li zed to describe radial and axial

transport of h e a t .

The F ou ri er -P oi ss on equations for heat

and mass

transfer in a ho mogenous med ia for each of n chemical
species may be w r i t t e n :

r^r (QC T)
9 r' p

= -div

(-K gradT)
e

- div

+ R(C,

T)

((£c p T)

P a ■A

(4.1)

and

ici
a9

■ = - div

(-D gradC . ) - div VC .
e
i
i
(4.2)
- H i (C, T) P s

This form of equation assumes
heat

= 1 , 2,

... N

that the disper sio n of

and mass both axially and rad i al ly is a diffusional

process
Baron

|i

superim po sed upon a convective flow contribution.

(4) and Aris

and Am un d s o n

(3) have shown that given

the assum pti on of re lat iv ely constant mass flow rate
equations

(4.1)

cylindrical

and

(4.2) may be simplified for the case of

symmetry to:

6 2X

_ v
& X

+

R(C,

T ) P

)’

(4.3)

4l
and

^C.
__

= D

£9

m

C.
! — i)
r

<b2C.
1
6 r2

r

+ D

^ 2ci - V

m

<b x

- R ( C i , T) p g

&c
6x

(4.4)

Introd uc ing the following d i m e n s i o n 1 ess space and
time variables:

y = 5?
Axial

i

£

= d?

i

r = e ^

(4.5)

and radial Peclet Numbers

terms of the thernal

and mass

Per = S?2

;

Equations

(4.3)

are defined in

diffusivities

as:

P e a. = ^
and

(4.4)

(4-6)
become:

• Pa •A ’

(4.7)

and :

<^C .
D
i. +
^>y

> 2C .
r (
l
Vdp

a e2

,
.
1. __ 1)
£

D

m,

a

Vdp

^ 2C.
i
d y2

^C.
- R i (Ci , T)

= — i

(4.8)
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In terms of the Peelet Numbers,
(4.8)

equations

(4.7)

and

are:

1
( A
P e h, r

+ 7

+ r
4 r - & T + R(C, T)
Pe h, a 4.y2
J,y

= 3

-A.p,

(4.9)

oI

and

.
Pem
T'
m, r

^ 2c.
_ ^c.
(— rr + T — r") +

_

<^2c.

Pem, r & y 2

^c.
- rrA - R A C, » t)
^y

i

^ C.
1

(4.10)

±T

P is a group which reflects the thermal

i

storage

properties of the he ter og ene ous reactor and is expressed
as a function of the solid and fluid densities,
capacities,

heat

and the bed void fraction as:

Q
(3 = 1 +

J j A

(i^_L)

pA

f

A dimensionless

(4.11)

extent of re action may be defined

as :
C* - a .C .
f = ------- 1 1

(4.12)
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Equat io n

(4.10)

becomes:

(iff + I 2f) +
Pem, r

>£2

£ *£

i _ ifl - ^
Pem,

- R (f, T )

a iy2

-ir

The equation defining the temperature throughout
the fixed bed reactor will be left in a dimensional

form

since it is difficult to generate a react ion rate term that
is a function of an arbitrary dimensionless temperature
group.
desired,

Should a di mensionless

form of equation

(4.9) be

the temperature may be no rma li ze d by dividing

throughout by an arb itrary ref erence temperature.

A

suitable temperature woul d be the inlet te mperature for the
steady state system.
however,

this,

In the case of a dynamic m o d e l ,

or any other interior reference is i n a p p r o 

priate as the refe ren ce location temperature may be
changing as a function of time.
Equations

(4.9)

and

of no nli ne ar coupled partial

(4.13) may be considered a set
differential

equations.

The

coupling is introduced through the react ion rate and heat
generation terms whi ch is a function of both the t e m p e r a 
ture and the extent of r e a c t i o n .

These two equations,

together with the appropriate initial

and boundary condi-*-

tions are the basis of the ma th ema ti cal model of fixed bed
reactor behavior prese nt ed in this w o r k .
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Several important limitations and assumptions
introduced in the derivation of the Peclet Number form of
the Fourier-Poisson equations restrict the manner in which
the equations, as written, may be used*
The use of position variant velocities or thermal
and mass diffusivities has been excluded in the rigorous
partial differential equation form,

Baron (4), Aris and

Amundson (3 ), and Deans and Lapidus (19) have shown that
the inclusion of the variable velocity, thermal conduc
tivity and density throughout the derivation results in an
untractable equation form for mathematical analysis or
numerical method of solution.

This is not a significant

limitation as the equations are returned to a finite
difference form to implement a digital computer solution.
The radial functionality of the interstitial velocity and
the point effective radial and axial thermal and mass
diffusivities may tfien be conveniently re-introduced.
The equations utilize effective diffusion properties
which differ from the diffusion properties in either the
gaseous or porous solid phases of the system.

These

effective properties can be generated only by empirical
correlation for the system of interest.
The molecular diffusivity has been assumed to be
small with respect to the convective or eddy diffusivity.
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The thermal conductivity of the solid material has
been considered negligible with respect to convective and
diffusional thermal transport.
The rate of generation of heat and changes in
conversion is assumed to be uniform over the relaxed finite
volume.

As the volume has a minimum size of the order of a

catalyst particle diameter, the lumping process undergone
is subject to question.
Discussion of Boundary Conditions
Of critical importance to the solution of the set
of partial differential equations is the use of a physically
realistic and compatible set of boundary and initial con
ditions.

As shown in Figure 4, the region described by the

partial differential equations (4.9) and (4.13) extends
from the entrance to the reaction section to the exit
section and includes all the reactor volume up to the
reactor wall.

The equations describe the unsteady state

response of the heterogeneous field of catalyst bearing
packing and flowing fluid stream.
Since the equations are of second order with respect
to the radial and axial functionality and first order with
respect to time, two boundary conditions, either gradient
point value, or mixed are required in each dimension for
both temperature and extent of reaction.

The time domain

FEED
PRODUCT

Out l et
Inl et
Sect i on

Sect i on
Model

Eq u a t i o n s

Reaction

Figure 4.

For

Section

The region of applicability of reaction model equations.
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co ndition is satisfied by specifyi ng the initial

state of

the temperature and extent of re act io n throughout

the

reactor.
Bo un dar y conditions
describe the temperature
r e spe ct ive gradients

or expressions

are requ ir ed to

and extent of react io n or their

at the interior of the externally

forked r eac tor w a l l .
In the case of an adiabatic reactor oper ati ng in a
steady state condition,

the absence of heat flux through

the wall would provide a gradient rela tio n for the
temperature at the inside of the w a l l :

yr
^r

0

or

T

(4.14)

0

r = R

In the u nst ea dy state case with non-zero heat
through the wall,
general
tors.

this condition may not be i n v o k e d .

flux
Two

approaches have been utili zed by other i n v e s t i g a 
F i r s t , a film coefficient

or Nusselt rel at ionship

may be wr it te n des cri bin g the heat transfer through an
arbitrary thickness of the hetero ge neo us med ia which is in
contact with the wall.

An alternative approach is

available reali zin g that the region near the wall

is

adequately described by the same equations w rit ten for the
interior regions of the reactor.
The film r el at ion approach is widely u s e d , but
requires

several

assumptions whi ch are not phy si cal ly

realistic-

The utilization of a film relationship in the

neighborhood of the wall may contribute greatly to solution
error, particularly for the case of an externally cooled
reactor.

The major assumption of the film equation

boundary condition is that a region near the wall may be
considered a discrete entity, having describably thermal
transfer properties and having a thickness which can be
assigned as a function of operating conditions and physical
parameters-

Available theory does not provide relation

ships describing film thickness or properties in the
vicinity of randomly oriented packing in contact with a
wall.

The thickness of laminar or stagnant sublayers has

been predicted only by statistical means correlating
empirical data (26).
Moreover, a film coefficient relationship does not
adequately describe the effective mechanisms of heat
transfer at the wall of a fixed bed reactor.

Heat transfer

in the neighborhood of the wall may be considered to con
sist of convective transfer, thermal diffusion, solid to
solid conduction and, for the case of elevated temperatures,
radiation.

Lumping these effects into a single heat

transfer coefficient based on film transfer cannot
adequately describe the physical situationThe model equations, being a more descriptive
expression for the diffusive and convective heat transfer
mechanisms than the film coefficient expression, is as
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,

valid near the wall as it is in the interior regions of the
reactor.

Reduction of the thermal diffusivity observed

near the wall of fixed bed reactors (21, 44, 3 2 ) may be
accounted for by the radial functionality of the heat
transfer Peclet Numbers with respect to the point effective
thermal conductivity and the point velocity.

The gas in

contact with the wall is certainly at the wall temperature *
All dynamic and position variant heat transfer effects are
described by the model equations (4.9) and (4.13) for the
interior regions of the reactor.
The use of the model equations at the wall boundary
has significant computational advantages.

The boundary

condition is in the form of a point temperature, calculable
in terms of the external heat transfer system and the
interior temperatures.

The point temperature boundary

condition may be implemented in a more direct fashion than
the gradient expression provided by the film coefficient
expression.

No separate calculations are required within

the reactor for special points near the wall.

An iterative

convergence algorithm is required whichever scheme is
utilized.
For the case in which resistance to heat flow from
the cooling medium through the reactor wall is very small
with respect to the thermal resistance of the heterogeneous
interior system, the wall temperature may be assumed to be
equal to the external cooling medium temperature.

In this
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si mplified case,
T(z)

the boundary co ndition may be wr itt en as:

r = R

w

= T c o o l a n t (z)

(4.15)

In the more rigorous case the gas temperature in
contact with the wall

is a function of both the external

cooling me d i u m temperature and the internal reactor contents
temperature near the w a l l .
T (z ) r = R

w

- T

TMz) )

(4.l6)

C o nc en tr at io n effects in the nei gh bo rh oo d of the
wall

are not rea di ly i n t e r p r e t e d .

di ffusion through the wall

itself,

zero c onc en tra ti on gradient will

aci
ar

Since

there is no mass

very near the wall

a

exist.

■ 0

r = R

(4.17)

H o w e v e r , in any calcula tio n pr ocedure u til izi ng finite
differe nc e i m p l e m e n t a t i o n , this bounda ry condition should
not be u s e d .

Due to the very steep temperature

gradient

ob served in typical ope ration of a fixed bed reactor near
the react or wall,

the re act io n rate of a highly exothermic,

temperature sensitive re act io n will

generate a steep radial

co n ce ntr at ion gradient near the w a l l .

The react ion term

and oc curring ac cum ul ati on allow mass diffusion to occur in
the dir ection of the wall
from the cooled wall.
of the radial diffusive

at any arb itrarily small distance

A simplifi ed mass balance in terms
flux near the wall may be written:
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ac.
Ae A

(Dr ^

^C.
= Vr IG1 + W

V

T)

( 4 'l8)

For the case of steady state operation uti lizing a
given react io n rate

term which varies

as a f vine t i on of

temperature and thus as a function of radial position:

V

6
J7

(rDr ^

= —

r

R i ( C i ’ T)

(4-1?)

Whi ch i m p l i e s :

A
-— (rD
<*>r
r

-- )
r

/ constant

(4.20)

Given a non-ze ro dif fusion coefficient near the wall,

it

follows t h a t :

<i>C .
D

— ^ t 0
r <> r

(4.21)

For any case where rea c ti on is a function of the t e m p e r a 
ture,

a n d , where reacti on exists near the wall,

a zero

co nc ent ra tio n gradient would not be expected for any
significant

distance into the r e a c t o r .

Whe n using finite

difference

expressions with moder at e incremental radial

divisions,

the use of a zero gradient

assumption and

boundary co ndition for the c on ce nt rat io n at the reactor
wall would not be justified and might
com putational
any r e g i o n .

lead to significant

error in the solution of the equations for
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The diffusive flux and the temperature,

in c o n j u n c 

tion with the non -l i ne ar re ac ti on rate t e r m , determines the
ma gn itu de of the con ce n tr at i on gradients and thus the c o n 
ce nt rat io n in the n ei g h b o r h o o d of the w a l l •
reasona bl e

It wo uld be

to utilize this cau sality in the form of an

iterative co nvergence approach for the solution of the
radial co nc en tra tio n profiles.

The correct conce ntr at ion

profile in the n e i g h b o r h o o d of the wall
both the heat

and mass

transfer

is p re di ct ed when

equations

are s o l v e d .

Given the sin gul a ri ty of the s o l u t i o n , the two non -l i ne ar
e q u a t i o n s , coupled by the re ac ti on rate term is thus c o n 
v ert ed from an expl ic itl y solvable set into an implicit
set .
The absence of ma th em at ic al
continuous

equations

discontinuities in the

in the interior of the reactor allows

the use of this a p p r o a c h .

Should radial di scontinuities

in

either temperature or c on cen tr ati on or their resp ect iv e
gradients

exist wit hi n the re gi o n defined by_ the model

e q u a t i o n s , the, co nvergence technique could not be utilized.
M o r e o v e r , the un iqueness of solutions to the set of e q u a 
tions wou ld not be e x p e c t e d .
The bo und ar y condit io n re qui re d at the center of
the re ac tor is pr o vid ed by invok ing the radial symmetry of
the re a ct io n s y s t e m .

Since both the temperat ur e and the

co nc en tr at io n at the center of the reactor must be f i n i t e ,
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the temperature
gradients

and co nc ent rat io n or extent of reaction

at the center of the reactor must be zero.

Thus :

AT
r

At

= 0

A

r = 0

f

= 0

(4.22)

= o

(4. 2 3 )

0

and :
AC

= 0

;

r = 0

i £= °

Sp eci fi c at io n of b ou nd ar y conditions

in the axial

dir ection at either the inlet or outlet boundaries
source of computational
previous
partial

inv estigators
differential

conditions

is a

difficu lty and solution e r r o r .

All

solving the Peclet Num be r based

equations have ut ilized boundary

at the exit of the react ion section w h i ch are

neit he r ph y si ca ll y realistic nor compatable wit h the
diffusional nature of the e q u a t i o n s .
(2,

4, 19)

22,

These investigators

2 3 , 3 2 ) have u til iz ed conditions of dynamic

react ion equilib ri um at the outlet.
These conditions

AT
e) x x = L

are:

= 0

(4.24)

and

AC
Ax

= 0
x = L

or

Af
AY

= 0
y

= Yi

(4.25)
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For very rapid reactions where kinetic equilibrium
is reached very close to the inlet of the reactor for very
long reactors in which axial diffusion is negligible,
assumptions may be valid.

these

However, concentration gradients

may exist at the exit of a fixed bed reactor through the
operation of one of several mechanisms.
For the dynamic case in which significant reaction
is taking place near the exit of the reaction section, not
only a gradient must exist through the boundary, but a
mathematical discontinuity in the axial derivatives as well
due to the cessation of reaction.
In general, transient operation of the non-adiabatic
reactor will provide non-zero gradients at the reactor
exit for reversible reactions.

A disturbance of the feed

conditions has been observed by Foss (2 2 ) to pass through
the reactor in a wavelike manner.

As the "wave" passes

the exit boundary, changes in not only the point values of
the temperature and extent of reaction but changes in their
gradients as well must occur.
The use of these conditions at the exit have been
justified by the previous users in the following manner.
It is presupposed that there exists some length of reactor
for which the equilibrium conditions hold at the exit.
This assumption implies that the computational length must
be at least as great as the predicted equilibrium,
preferably several times as large as the equilibrium
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length o

Since back diffusion is operating in both the

reaction and outlet sections of the reactor, this computa
tional assumption does not realistically simulate the
physical reaction system and has introduced a significant
computational error into the solution.

The technique is

certainly not applicable where significant transient opera
tion is to be simulated.
This solution error may be aleviated by assuming a
gradient will exist at the reactor outlet and utilizing two
conditions elsewhere in the reactor.
Accessory boundary conditions may be introduced in
several forms.

Examining the equations applicable to the

boundary between the inlet and reaction section, a dynamic
expression relating the flux through the boundary may be
written.

This situation has been described and modelled

in detail by Aris and Amundson (3), in terms of an axialdiffusion Peelet number model (2 ).

The assumption is made

in their work that radial diffusion and radial gradients in
the inlet section may be considered negligible with respect
to convective transfer and axial diffusion.

The flux

expression for the extent of reaction or concentration at
the boundary between the inlet and the reaction sections in
terms of feed conditions to the reactor has been shown (2 )
to be :

Ac.
i

_

A 2c .
i

AC.
x

(4.26)

or :
Z> f

1

h 2f

if

(4.27)

and :
(4.28)

As su mi ng a very small gradient

at the entrance to

the inlet section and given the k n ow n feed conditions,
equations

(4.27)

the gradient

or

(4.28) may be ut ilized to relate both

and the point value at the inlet section-

re act io n section b o u n d a r y .

A similar set of equations has

been deve lop ed for the thermal flux through the boundary.
It is des irable to remove the dependence of the
equation system upon the inlet

gradient

for the solution of the longitudinal
the inlet

section.

assumption requi red

diffusion equations in

For the case of a temperature or extent

of rea ct i on transient passin g through the inlet section,
the small

gradient assumption is not rig oro us ly applicable.

The error incurred due to the use of such a small or zero
gradient bo un dar y cond iti on at the inlet may not be
significant with respect
ca l cul at ion procedure,
available.

to other errors generated in the

however,

an alternate approach is
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A bulk transport

equation may be writte n

inlet section di sr ega rd ing the diffusional

for the

effects as:

e>C
v

" e>r

Since both the point value of both var iables
the time derivative

is know n at the feed location,

and

this

simple equation may be used to predict the point value of
both va riables
tives

and their respecti ve

longitudinal

at short distance into the reactor.

is sufficient

deriva

This information

to '’start" the longitudinal dif fusion e q u a 

tions .
The longitudinal

d if fu sio n equations are then

utiliz ed to calculate the temperature and extent of
reac tio n up to the reac tio n section boundary at which point
the flux equations are used to give the bo un d a r y conditions
for the full two dimensional

dynamic r eac tio n model

equa

tions .
Al th ou gh the use of the bulk transport
itself only an approxim ati on
ability to accommodate
use pref era bl e

equation is

to the true behavior,

transient

its

feed conditions makes

to the zero gradient

its

assumption.

For the case of a very short inlet section and a
re ac ti on for which the initial
section is small,

equations
= f feed

(T>

gradient

(4.2?)

and

in the reac tio n
(4.28) reduce to
(k.2.*))
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Dynamic

transients

in the feed conditions

account by equations

(4,27)

and

(4,28)

are taken into

to provide the

effective transport delay and diff usi on seen in an actual
fixed bed r e a c t o r .

Either equations (4,27) and (4.28) or the point
value and zero gradient assumption at the inlet to the
reaction section may be utilized with a backward difference
implementation of the model equations at the exit of the
reactor to eliminate the dependency upon the end reactor
conditions.

A comparison of the two approaches and the

results are presented in a subsequent section of this w o r k .
The situation at the exit boundary between the
reaction section and the exit section may be represented by
the same flux boundary equation and longitudinal diffusion
equations as have been utilized in the inlet section.
Finite Difference Form of Model Equations
In order to implement the partial differential
equations describing the dynamic temperature and extent of
reaction response of a fixed bed reactor, the space and
time functionalities of all parameters and the spatial and
time coordinates must be discretized.
Due to the cylindrical symmetry of the fixed bed
reactor, any position in the interior of the reaction
system is determined by specifying two coordinates, the
radius and some length measured from an arbitrary reference
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position.

The time domain may be rep re s en te d as an axis

pe rpe ndi cu lar to the spatial plane.
describes

The system thus

a space-time parametric volume.

This volume may

be v is ua li ze d as shown in Figure 9.
Di scr et iz in g the spatial

and time dimensions into

finite increments is accompl ish ed in the following manner.
An incremental distance is first

chosen so as to satisfy

the re qui rements of the quasi-cont in uou s nature of the
equations

as dis cussed in the development of the model

equations.

The time increment ut ilized in the discrete

model is determined by the numerical
mat hem ati ca l

system,

stability of the

the degree of accuracy required,

and

the amount of computa tio n time whi ch can feasibly be
allocated to each scale time increment.
U s i n g the in te rs ect ion of the inlet and reac tio n
section boundary and the ce nterline of the react or as the
origin of the coordina te system,

radial

ments

the reactor v o l u m e .

are stepped out throughout

and axial i n c r e 

Reacto r positi on is specified by stating the m radial
increments
The

and 1 length increments from the o r i g i n .
equations to be impleme nte d in the finite

difference form are:
r

Pe

.2
m , a Sy

+ Pe

2

m
i,
Af
AT

(4.9)

TIME

^-1
REACTOR
WALL

T ( L , M)
C (L,M)

T I'M E

NUMR
REACTOR
C E N T E R - LINE

Figure 5*

Discretization of the space-time parametric volume.

<Tx
O
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and:

^ 2T
P e Il, a b y 1

Pe

||

H,

+

R(f,

T ) - O a -X

r

(4.13)

= (3 —
Wr it in g finite difference

expressions

derivatives for an arbitrary function,
Q

is.
& X

-

for all

Q:

Q

m , L + 1____ m , L -1
2 Ax

In backward difference

(4. 3 0 )

0(h2 )

f o r m , equation

QM , L ~ Qm, L-l

(4.30) becomes:

(4. 3 1 )

0(h)

A x
or:
-3Q m . L — 2

4Q m . L-l - Qm . L
Ax

(4. 3 2 )

0(h2 )

The second derivatives may be re pr es ent ed as:

ifs. = Q m > L+l,
6 x 2

J ~ aQM|-L»- J

.^.1 + 0 (h 2 )

(4.33)

( A x ) 2

In backwa rd difference notation:

IgQM, L,

6x2

J + l6QM, L-l,

J ~ QM, L-2,

J

6 ( A x ) 2

+ 0(h)

(4.34)
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Inserting the finite difference form of all
derivatives

and second derivatives into equations

( 4 . 1 3 ) i the terms are grouped and the equations

(4.9)

and

solved for

the temperature and extent of r eac ti on at the m and 1
incremental po sit io n and the j th time step.
A backwards difference derivative is utilized for
the time derivative while the order h squared central d i f 
ference form of the derivatives
and radial

first

are util ize d for the axial

and second derivatives.

The computational

form is changed to the ba ckward difference im plementation
at the last axial po si ti on before the r ea ct ion section exit
bo undary to predict
The central
ential

equations

the end reactor

difference forms of the partial d i f f e r 

are equations

A

F

A

gradient.

(4.35)

• (F
1 ' M+l,

• (F
2 V M, L+l,

J

M, L-l,

J

L,

+ F

J

and

+ F

(4.36).

M-l,

M, L-l,

L,

)

)

)•

(4.35)

- V (FM-l, L, J )
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T

M , L, J

= —_ • } - A •(T
+ T
A
)
1 V M+l, L, J
M-l, L,
— A •(T
2
M , L+l,

+ V * (Tmj
£

+T

J

M, L-l,

)

)

T ,)

M ’ L "1

(4.36)

R(TM, L, J ’ FM, L, j)

A 4 *(TM - 1 , L,

j)

A 3 * (t m , l , J - l )
The functions A^ , A ^ » •••! A_, are functions of
posit io n and the spatial

and time increment size.

functions are given in equations

A

(4.37)

through

(4.43)•

= ------— -----2
Pe (m) - ( A y )

(4.37)

1 '0
.1 0
Per (L) •( a £ )"

(4.38)

Ao =

A3 = P e _ ( i r ° A p

(i*-39)

Li5.

A

(4.4o)

Ar = —

5

A

The

6 "

(4.41)

AT

)

— 2A _ — 2A_ + —
1
"2

— A i. — A _ ^

(4.42)
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Ay = I -2k1 - 2A 2 +

- |3A5 I

(4.43)

In the finite difference form of the partial dif
ferential equations describint the temperature and extent
of reaction response of a fixed bed reactor, the iterative
nature and coupling effect is quite clear.
Discussion of Reaction Terms Utilized in the Model
The equations describint the thermal and extent of
reaction response of the reaction section of the fixed bed
reactor (equations (4.9) and (4.13)) are coupled by means
of the reaction term, R, describint the specific rate of
reaction for specified temperature and extent of reaction:
R = R(T,f).

(4.44)

Specific reaction rate may be expressed in any of
several units.

The definition of specific reaction rate

employed in the derivation of the model equation reflects
the rate of reaction as being grams moles of limiting
reactant converted per gram of catalyst per unit time.
In view of this definition,

the change in conversion due

to reaction would be expressed as
A f R = P c -R(T,f)

At

(4.43)

and the heat produced due to this change in conversion
A H R = ^ R -pc -R(T,f)

At

(4.46)
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The specific reaction rate is a property of the
chemical reaction system of interest.

The specific rate is

a function of other variables in addition to the extent of
reaction and temperature.

The system mass velocity has a

definite parametric influence upon the specific reaction
rate as gaseous diffusion is generally velocity dependent
and may constitute an important mechanism in the kinetic
reaction sequence.
The reaction system chosen for simulation with the
described model equation and digital implementation is the
catalytic oxidation of sulfur dioxide to sulfur trioxide by
oxygen in the presence of inerts„

This reaction is a

suitable choice for simulation as it has been thoroughly
examined by several investigators (25 ? 2 ?, 2 9 , 3 7 ) •
Extensive tabulations of specific reaction rates are
available as a function of mass flow rate, temperature, and
extent of reaction.

A significant advantage to the use of

this reaction system is that radial and longitudinal
temperature and extent of reaction profiles have been
recorded for a variety of catalysts and bed conditions.
Hall and Smith (25) measured the specific reaction
rate for the catalytic oxidation of sulfur dioxide utiliz
ing a platinum catalyst on an alumina carrier.

The

measurements were made in a differential reactor at a
superficial mass flow rate of 350 Ib./hr-ft
tures ranging from 350 to 475*0.

for tempera

The inlet stream

6?
contained 6 .4 mole % S O ^ »

The specific reaction rate was

determined for preconversion of from 0 to 70 per cent.
Hall and Smith also measured the radial and
longitudinal temperature and conversion in an integral
reactor for bed depths of 0 , 2 , 4, 6 , and 8 inches.
Grossman's method (24) was employed to predict the longi
tudinal profiles and they were compared with the experi
mental data.
Irvin, Olson, and Smith (29) measured temperature
profiles at various catalyst bed depths and radial posi
tions in a 2 inch id. reactor for the sulfur dioxide
reaction system.

Utilizing boiling water as a cooling

medium, data were obtained for superficial mass velocities
ranging from 147 to 512 lb/ft -hr.

Good•agreement was

shown between the experimental longitudinal profiles and
those predicted by a modification of Grossman’s design
method despite the fact that radial mass transfer is
neglected in the latter method.
Schuller, Stalling, and Smith (3 8 ) reported data
for the same system with a wall temperature of 1 9 7 °C for
bed depths up to 5•68 inches.
Serjak (39) has obtained steady state temperature
profiles for a steam cooled fixed bed in the absence of
reaction at various bed depths and radial positions.
The kinetic mechanisms associated with the sulfur
dioxide have been discussed by several authors.

Hougen and
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Watson (2?) have presented an experiment ally derived plot
of the reaction rate as a function of temperature and
conversion for temperatures from 350 to 70 0 0C at a superficial mass velocity of 600 lb/ft -hr.

Olson, Schuller,

and Smith (35) discussed the effects of diffusion for the
catalytic oxidation of sulfur dioxide.
Richardson (37) utilized the experimental data of
Hall and Smith (25) to generate a semi-empirical specific
reaction rate expression for the platinum on alumina
catalytic oxidation of sulfur dioxide.

This expression

showed excellent agreement with the experimental data and
good agreement with the data of Hougen and Watson (27)•
This agreement was shown even though the latter data was
taken for a mass velocity substantially different from that
of the data utilized in an attempt to simulate a particular
reaction system with the implemented model equations.
Richardson's rate expression is based upon the
theoretical rate equation for the sulfur dioxide system,
equation (4.48):
KC tK O 1/'2 (P SO_ P On1//2 - 4
K. P so )
R

2

A
1

2

*

3
* x

(4.48)
x

Richardson showed that equation (4.48) may be written as a
function of the conversion as:

T o

^ 1%

"5 3

yoc3+ciKo

"2'■X

2 • y0
(1+Ko 1 / 2 c 3+KN 0C 4 )
RA ■

2K

so

( i - o 1/ 2c 3+V
(Ks

o

'‘)2

3C 2 )“

1.0 +

*X

(i+Ko 1 / 2c 3+kn e 4 )

+ (1+Ko 1/2c c +V

C4)2
(4.49)

or

ra

RA “

where

- ax

1+bx+Cx^

(4.50)
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Richardson correlated these four terms, equations (4.51)
through (4.54) as a function of temperature utilizing the
data of Hall and Smith (25).
Figure 7 shows the specific reaction rate as a
function of temperature with conversion as a parameter.
Figure 8 shows the specific reaction rate as a function of
conversion with temperature as a parameter.
It was noted by Richardson that the expression dis
agreed most for low conversions
for high conversions

(X ^

(% < 0.20) above 60 0 °C and

0 .9 5 ) for temperatures between

425°C and 650*0.
Hall and Smith (25) determined the activation
energy by means of the Arrhenius equation in conjunction
with experimental data of their differential reactor and
found it to be 20,000 calories per gram-mole.
The heat of reaction has been determined (2 8 ) and
is - 22,700 calories per gram-mole.
The functionalities of equations (4.50) through
(4.54) with temperatures, a computer subroutine to imple
ment the equations, and a full tabulation of calculated
specific reaction rates are given in Appendix A.
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V.

DIGITAL IMPLEMENTATION OF MODEL EQUATIONS
The two coupled second order partial differential

equations,

(9) and (1 3 ), are not solvable at present by

rigorous mathematical methods.

Separation of variables,

infinite series and Bessel Function solutions have been
utilized to derive steady state solutions for the combined
equations with given coupling relationship and for the
unsteady state solution for either the mass transfer or
energy balance equations.

Numerical methods must be

employed to determine solutions for the transient equations
describing the reactor response to external forCtLng
functions.

Deans and Lapidus (19) have stated that direct

digital solution of the set of equations appears to be
impractical due to the large quantities of computer time
which would be required and inferred that other techniques,
particularly combined analog-digital computation would be
preferable.
It is the opinion of this author that digital
implementation of the previously described equations is not
prohibitively expensive nor sufficiently difficult to
justify the direct recourse to the more sophisticated but
admittedly more powerful analog-digital or hybrid computa
tion approach.

Moreover, a direct digital solution

provides information about the equation system which
73
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is required for implementation of the equations by any
method•
Purpose of Digital Implementation
Three major machine-oriented numerical solution
techniques are available for the solution of differential
equations:

direct digital implementation of finite

difference equations in implicit or explicit form, analog
computation techniques, and combined analog-digital or
hybrid programming approach»

Each solution method has

inherent advantages and disadvantages.

The hybrid approach

eliminates the disadvantages of each separate computation
technique but requires an understanding of the equation
stability, compatibility of boundary conditions, calculation
efficiency and timing requirements that can be accrued only
through prior numerical investigation.
Continuous equation solution by analog or electronic
differential analysis techniques provides a maximum of
interaction of the investigator with the response of the
equation system.

Unfortunately, the presence of three

independent variables, namely longitudinal and radial
position and time preclude its u s e »

Continuous solutions

for ordinary differential equations, however complex, are
usually readily obtainable for stable equation systems.
Partial differential equations of two independent variables
are less generally solvable by discretization of one
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variable and implementation of the resultant variable node
equations.

A discretized two independent variable solution

requires usage of a large number of analog computer
components.

Extension of analog usage to solutions of

equations of three variables is not possible without the
use of analog or digital storage devices or prohibitively
large analog hardware requirements.
Digital implementation approaches for the solution
of partial differential equations may be considered as the
most direct, although cumbersome and relatively expensive,
solution technique.

Given the stability of the equation

system and the uniqueness of a solution, finite difference
implementation in conjunction with iterative convergence
algorithms can usually be relied upon to give solutions of
acceptable numerical accuracy.

Since previously derived

stability criteria have very little meaning when utilized
with respect to coupled equations of the nature of
equations (9 ) and (1 3 ), no et priori prediction of the
stability of the equations system under investigation in
this work can be made.
A primary justification of this work, therefore, is
the determination of the feasibility of the solution of the
equations by any computational method.
Hybrid computation is most desirable.

Analog

solution of longitudinal profiles, including the axial
boundary condition equations is readily implemented.

Fast

digital storage of profiles, analog regeneration, fast
digital generation of the rate expression, and time
switched digital sequencing of longitudinal calculations so
as to provide the radial functionality make feasible tens
or hundreds of equation solutions per second»

With modern

hybrid computers, ,freal-timen simulation of reacter per
formance would be expected•

However, the use of hybrid

techniques has as necessary conditions the inherent
stability of the equation system and a full understanding
of the boundary conditions and equation response.
Thus, dynamic digital computer simulation would
appear to be justified as a preliminary step to a more
sophisticated and less expensive simulation method.
However, the digital implementation of the finite
difference forms of equations (9) and (1 3 ) has extensive
uses in addition to examination of the equation response.
The digital implementation of these equations provides a
convenient, accurate and well-documented method for
examining the effects of various boundary conditions and
parameter assumptions.

The program may be used for the

accurate determination of system parameters such as
effective thermal conductivity and mass and heat transfer
Peelet numbers.

It may be used as a design tool for the

design of proposed reactors or for investigation of the
effects of reactor modifications.

A digital implementation
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provides a method of checking the validity of reaction rate
data determined in differential reactors.
Digital Calculation Procedure
Digital implementation of the model equation system
and boundary conditions is carried out in a straightforward
manner.

The first step in the scale-time variant calcula

tion consists of reading initial conditions for all points
in the bed into the computer storage locations assigned to
the matrix of reactor temperatures and conversions.

The

steady state conditions of the bed are the preferable
choice for these initial conditions for perturbation
analysis.

However, any arbitrary initial conditions may be

utilized and the convergence algorithm allowed to calculate
a solution.
Once the bed is initialized, the calculation of the
conditions at the first time step are begun. . The boundary
conditions at the feed inlet are introduced.

The con

vection and longitudinal diffusion equations are then
solved to provide the conditions at the inlet of the
reaction section.
are then assigned„

Center line and wall boundary conditions
A parabolic extrapolation routine is

utilized to predict the wall concentration and increase the
rate of convergence of the solution.
At this point, the programmed finite difference
equations, equations (3 5 ) and (3 6 ), are utilized to predict
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the temperature and extent of reaction at the end of the
first time step.

As the calculation proceeds, at each node

point in the array of temperatures and extent of reaction,
a sub-routine is called which calculates the specific
reaction rate at that point in the fixed bed.

All variable

system properties or physical parameters are introduced at
this stage of the calculation in a point by point calcula
tion procedure.

These equations, together with corrections

of the associated boundary conditions, are iteratively used
until the simultaneous solutions converge to an invariant
condition with further calculation.

The exit diffusion

equations are solved at each iterative step.
The convergence of all temperatures and extents of
reaction to invariant values implies solution of the
equations.

As implemented, an error condition or deviation

between subsequent calculated values of 0.01 degree
centigrade or 0.0001 change in extent of reaction is
tolerated.
After these error criteria have been satisfied, the
temperatures and extent of reaction for each point in the
bed are printed o u t .

Boundary conditions for the next time

increment are then read in.

The converged solution for the

previous time increment is used as the initial condition
for the new time increment.
then repeated.

The calculation procedure is
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Steady state temperatures and extents of reaction
are easily calculated by this program.

By choosing a very

large basic time increment and allowing the convergence
algorithm to satisfy the equations, a steady state solution
may be rapidly generated„

Equation stability problems are

aggravated by the use of such large time increments.

An

alternate procedure is to use moderate time increments and
allow the simulation to proceed to a steady state condition.
As the numerical changes in point values of temperature and
extent of reaction are not extreme in the latter method,
numerical stability of the solution technique is improved.
The digital computer program was written in Fort
P i t t , a version of FORTRAN II and IBM four-tape autocoder.
As the efficiency of calculation routines as well as the
numerical results is of interest, two assembly language
subroutines are utilized to determine the actual time as
from the digital clock within the computer, and to calculate
the elapsed time between various calculation points in the
program.
Subroutine RATE calculates the specific reaction
rate from the temperature and the extent of reaction.
subroutine is written in FORTRAN.

This

All main calculation

statements are programmed in FORTRAN.
The program is run on an IBM 7072 digital computer
and requires approximately ten seconds calculation time for
each scale time increment.
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A major advantage to a digital implementation is
the ease with which the effect of various parameter con
figurations upon the resultant temperature and extent of
reaction response may be examined.

The effects of the

following parameter configurations may be observed without
major program revision:
1 . Isothermal wall conditions.
2.

No inlet temperature or concentration gradients.

3•

Non-isothermal wall conditions.

4.

Inlet temperature as a function of radial position,

5•

Radial velocity gradients.

6 . Radial and longitudinal variation in effective

conductivity; mass and heat transfer Peclet numbers.
7•

Radial variation in void fraction.

8 . Variable density and void fraction.

The program flow chart is included in Appendix B.

VI.

EQUATION PARAMETER VALUES

A number of system and material parameters are
included in the model equations and must be established to
allow solution of the equation set.

These parameters are

of two general types? properties of the gas and solid
phases and the reaction system? and transport groups
describing the relative magnitudes of the flow mechanisms
in the bed.
System Properties
The properties of the gas stream and the packing
must be known to allow solution of the equation set for a
particular chemical system.

For the sulfur dioxide-air

system investigated by Hall and Smith (25) and Irvin?
Olson and Smith (29)? the following information is availabl e .
Gas System:
Initial moJL fraction 30^

0 .064

Heat capacity

cal/g mol °G

0.243

Average molecular Weight

31*3

Heat of Reaction

23.000

Mass Velocity

350.0

Catalyst:

cal/g mol conv.
Ib/Hr. sq ft

(platinum on alumina)

Pellet size

1/8 inch dia.
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(nominal)

82
mass of catalyst per volume of bed
1.06 gms/cc

Bed Size and Conditions
Diameter of Reactor

2*0 in*

Depth of Bed

8.0 in.

Weight of catalyst

435•5 grams

Effective thermal conductivity
0.2 Btu/Hr. sq ft.

Feed Temperature

100.-450.

°C

(radial variation)
Wall temperature
Particle Reynolds Number

100.0 °C
55•0

Peclet Numbers
The model utilizes the dimensionless Peclet numbers
to relate the diffusional heat and mass transfer effects.
Four Peclet numbers are involved in the equations, axial
and radial heat transfer Peclet numbers and axial and
radial mass transfer Peclet numbers.
The Peclet number relates the magnitude of the
diffusional flux components to the bulk convective flux.
The heat and mass transfer Peclet numbers are defined in
terms of the particle diameter, the velocity and the
effective diffusivities as:
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Pe (mass, axial) = D vdP . _
m, axial
Pe (mass, radial) = ^
m, radial

e (heat, axial) = ^

^
h , axial

^

vcl
Pe (heat, radial) = ^---- P--- =
h,radial

C dpv
--- ~
e axial

C dpG
e axial

C yQdpv

C dpG

e radial

e radial

The turbulent diffusivrities may be expressed as a
sum of two components, the molecular diffusivity and the
eddy diffusivity.

Baron (4) has shown that in terms of the

average velocity and concentrations, the effective diffusivity for a given chemical species may be written as
D = D

o

+ Kv dp
o

At low Reynolds numbers it would be expected that
the effective diffusivity would be equal to the molecular
diffusivity, D ° .

At high Reynolds numbers, the effective

diffusivity should be proportional to the Reynolds number
and be equal to the turbulent eddy diffusivity component.
Baron (4) and Laitinen (31) have employed randomwalk statistical techniques and propose that, for high
Reynolds numbers

NR e ' = ^

50-
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the mass transfer and heat transfer Peclet numbers should
be equal.

Baron found that the axial Peclet numbers should

be approximately 2.0 and the radial Peclet numbers should
be between 5.0 and l^.O.
The Peclet numbers are also influenced by the ratio
of the packing diameter to the tube inside diameter since
the dispersion effects are functions of the amount of lateral
deflection experienced by a packet of fluid in axial
motion past a particle.
Bernard and Wilhelm (6 ) reported the Peclet numbers
for the carbon dioxide-air and dye-water systems and found
that for particle to tank diameter ratios less than 0 .0 6 ,
the radial mass transfer Peclet numbers are equal to 12.0
for high Reynolds numbers.

Singer and Wilhelm (42)

approximated the group at 1 1 .0 .

Ranz (3 6 ) found for flow

through regular rhombohedral packing the radial Peclet
numbers should be 1 1 .2 .

Laitinen's (3 1 ) random-walk

analysis predicted the axial Peclet numbers to be 11. 5 .
The experimental data of Sinclair and Potter (4l),
McHenry and Wilhelm (34), Kramers and Alberda (3 0 ) and
Ebach and White (2 0 ) are in agreement with a radial Peclet
number equal to 12 for high Reynolds numbers.
Fahien and Smith (2 1 ) measured mass diffusivities
and calculated Peclet numbers as a function of radial
positions in packed beds for several different packing
materials.

They found that the Peclet numbers increase
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from the center of the bed to the wal l «

This increase was

shown to be significant for particle to tube diameter
ratios greater than 0»5•

They also stated that the varia

tion in the Peclet numbers with radial position can be
explained in terms of the corresponding variation of the
void fraction of the be over eighty per cent of the cross
section area.
Aris and Amundson (3), Baron (4), Bernard and
Wilhelm (6), Carberry and Wendel (13), Kramers and Alberda
(30)5 and others are in agreement and propose that the
axial Peclet numbers are equal to 2.0 for gasses flowing at
high Reynolds numbers for small particle to tube diameter
ratios•
In summary, the values which will be used in the
simulation of the system of Hall and Smith are in the
neighborhood of the following values.
Pe (mass, axial) = Pe (heat, axial) = 2.0
Pe (mass, radial) = Pe (heat, radial) = 10.0 - 12.0
The values of these Peclet numbers will be adjusted
so as to optimize the agreement with the experimental data.
Figure 9 shows a plot of some of the representative
mass and heat transfer Peclet number data as a function of
the particle diameter based modified Reynolds number.
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VII.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results of this work concern the several
objectives of the project.

A major emphasis of this paper

is placed upon the review and analysis of prior work and
available equation systems.

The development and justifi

cation of a suitable equation set and boundary conditions
which have the potential of increasing the descriptive
qualities of presently employed mathematical models is the
primary topic of this paper.
The direct digital implementation of the resultant
equation set or model provides the most tangible results.
Relaxation of several previously used boundary conditions
and introduction of iteration techniques presented further
uncertainty of the solution of a previously unexamined
equation set.
The results of the digital implementation can best
be examined by investigating the two realms of the solution.
First, the work is primarily a development of a computa
tional technique.

Questions which must be answered con

cerning this topic include the economic feasibility of the
resultant technique; whether the solution is fast enough to
allow economical use.

The stability of the resultant

equation set and algorithm are of immediate concern and is
of significant importance to subsequent investigation.
8?

The
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specificity of the solution technique to given types of
forcing functions should be examined.

Specification for

operating ranges of spatial and time-coordinate increments
for which the solution exists and is stably represented by
the finite difference equations must be determined.
The second aspect of the program concerns the
ability of the model equation set, as implemented, to
predict the behavior of fixed bed reaction systems.

An

attempt has been made to simulate the reaction system of
Hall and Smith (25) and Irvin, Olson and Smith (29)»

A

comparison of the results of this model with the Baron
design method and the Grossman design method has been made.
A tangible result of this work is the description
of alternate solution techniques for this, and similar
equation sets.

One such alternative is the use of hybrid

computation methods,

A possible hybrid approach will be

outlined in the following chapter.
System Characteristics
The digital implementation was found to provide
stable numerical results for given dynamic feed, wall and
initial conditions,
Dynamic and static situations were simulated using
the model.

For suitable spatial and time coordinate incre

ments the iterative convergence procedure succeeded in
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reaching solutions to the finite difference form of the
coupled partial differential equations.
Static situations were computed for arbitrary
conditions and were found to have reasonable correspondence
with expected bed temperature and conversion profiles.
The steady state profiles calculated were found to
be independent of the initial conditions assumed for the
bed.

After perturbation from the achieved steady state or

unchanging bed conditions, the calcualtion model returned
to the same conditions within computational truncation,
roundoff and calculation error.

Significant-specification ,,

of the closeness of the approach to steady state conditions
after perturbation is the ability to return within the
preset convergence error criteria.

The convergence criteria

or tolerated stepwise iteration change in temperature was
0 .0 1 0C .

The tolerated change for chemical conversion was

0.0001 per cent.

The effect of various transient forcing functions
was examined.

The computer program was found to be

capable of calculating stable bed profiles for ramp, step,
and periodic forcing functions.

Such transiet conditions

were impressed upon feed temperature, conversion and wall
temperature.
It must be emphasized that equation validity and
the characteristics of the numerical technique are entirely
separate questions.

Failure of the numerical procedure
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with respect to prediction of accurate reactor temperature
and conversion profiles may be due to basic limitations of
the original model equations•

The agreement between

experimental data and the results predicted by the numerical
procedure is examined to insure reasonable numerical
resultso

Development of the numerical procedure to improve

such agreement is beyond the scope of this thesis.

The

emphasis of this work is upon examination of equation
systems and the alleviation of problems arising during
their numerical solution.
Execution Time Required
The amount of time required for convergence of the
calculation algorithm was found to be an economic criterion.
The amount of time required to simulate a given real-time
increment was seen to be a function of the magnitude of
incremental change in either temperature or chemical con
version over a model scale-time increment.
A single iteration of the digital equation solution
steps requires 0.84 seconds of computation time on the IBM
7072 computer used.

For slowly changing bed conditions, or

for the system very near steady state, only one iteration
is required to converge the finite difference algorithm.
In order to generate steady state solutions to the
equations, some initial conditions are chosen for the entire
bed, a suitable large scale-time increment chosen, and the
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program allowed to converge to a solution.

For such, large

scale-time increments, from fifty to one hundred iterations
of the calculation steps are required.

Total computation

time for a single steady-state temperature and conversion
profile requires from four to eleven minutes of calculation
time .
Typical unsteady-state calculations require
approximately ten iterations per scale-time increment, and
require in the neighborhood of fifteen seconds total
computation time.
Stability
Instability caused by finite difference representa
tion of partial differential equations is often the limiting
consideration in the use of numerical methods for equation
solution.

Stability is of great concern to the solution of

the reputedly unstable coupled partial differential
equations investigated in this w o r k .
Criteria are available to predict numerical
stability of typical elliptic, parabolic or hyperbolic
partial differential equations.

There are, however, no

expressions to indicate whether coupled partial differential
equations with non uniform spacial and time coordinate
increments will exhibit numerical stability in the finite
difference form.
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System stability was examined with respect to both
radial and axial coordinate increments and the time
increment size.

The conclusion of this investigation is

that there exists regions of stability where the calculation
system may be operated without experiencing absolute
numerical instability.

By absolute numerical stability is

meant the conditions in which the generation of calculation
errors of all types in the iterative convergence procedure
is damped and reduced with further calculation.
It was found that the increments of special coord
inates utilized in the calculation techniques was not
limited by stability considerations.

Stable solutions were

generated for the dynamic case with arbitrary system forcing
functions for any increment sizes which did not violate the
basic limitations of the quasi-continuous nature of the
model or the essential requirements of,the calculation
technique.
These limitations are as follows.

Size increments

smaller than a single particle diameter cannot be utilized
since the basic assumption made in the derivation is that
an incremental volume of bed includes a sufficiently large
number of catalyst particles to allow volume average con
ditions of an assumed homogenous media to have meaning.
The limitation imposed by the calculation technique is that
a minimum of three points be included in both the radial
and longitudinal direction within the bed simulation.

These
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three points are required for the generation of the second
derivative in the finite difference form.
These conditions may be stated as:
3*0

A A\ ^ r • (vessel radius,

3.0 <
—

AX-

)

L. A r • R
7
o

and

A X > dP
A definite stability limit was found to exist upon
the specification of the time increment size u t i lize d.

It

was found that for dimensionsi ess time increments greater
than approximately fifty, the system was un s t a b l e .

The

dimensionless time group is

where 9 is real time expressed in hours and v is the
superficial velocity in ft/sec.
Two types of instability were seen.

Figure 10

shows examples of oscillatory and monotonic instability.
Case I, oscillatory instability, was encountered in the
iterative calculation steps.

This response is not a

solution of the equation system and always results in Case
II instability upon further system ite ra tion .
Case II shows monotonic temperature profiles with
magnitudes which are neither physically nor mathematically
re a s o n a b l e .

The magnitude of the monotonic instability

generally increased until the acceptable floating point
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number size of the digital computer was exceeded and the
program execution was terminated•

Monotonic instability

has been generated which did not pass through the
oscillatory stage•
Comparison With Experimental Data
Two configurations of the basic computer program
have been written»

The first utilizes the model equations

and boundary conditions for prediction of response of
systems lacking inlet and outlet sections or where the
reaction section inlet conditions are the only data
specified.

The second form incorporates the full dynamic

model which describes the response of inlet and outlet
sections as well as the reaction section.
Experimental data against which a comparison of the
model results can be made is of the first form.

The data

of Hall and Smith (25) and Irvin, Olson and Smith (29) give
the radial temperature profiles and the conversions at the
inlet and for the reaction section.
Figure 11 shows the type of full bed profiles
generated for the steady state operation of the full fixed
bed reactor configuration with inlet and outlet sections.
Bed temperature and conversion profiles were
tabulated by Hall and Smith for a 2.0 i n , i .d ., 8.0 in.
deep bed for the sulphur dioxide system at 350 and 412-420
lb./ft sq-hr.

Temperature profiles are given for air flow

IRVIN, OLSON AND SMITH (29)
dp
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n'
r e = 55.0
400.
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at these same mass flow rates with no reaction as well as
the sulfur dioxide system with reaction =
Figure 12 shows the model predicted profiles at a
real time of 0.5 minutes for air flow without reaction at
a mass flow rate of 350 Ib/sq ft-hr. as a function of the
axial Peclet numbers in the neighborhood of Pe^ of 2»0»
The background profiles are the steady state catalyst and
gas temperatures along the bed centerline, reported by Hall
and Smith for this flow rate.
Figure 13 shows the model profiles as a function of
time for an axial Peclet number of 2.15 and a radial Peclet
number of 1 2 .0 .
The axial and radial Peclet numbers were adjusted
soas to optimize

the agreement of the model with the

experimental data in both the axial and radial directions.
This optimization was at first intended to be done by a
steepest ascent search program, however, the large amount
of digital computer time required for such a technique
precluded its use.

The Peclet numbers were finally picked

so as to give reasonably accurate radial and longitudinal
temperature profiles as indicated by inspection and visual
comparison of the data.
Figure l4 shows the center line temperature profile
reached at steady state for an air flow rate of 350 Ib/sq
ft-hr.

The axial and radial Peclet numbers utilized to

predict this profile were 2.15 and 11.5 respectively.
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Figure 15 shows the corresponding temperature pro
files in the radial direction for the same data as
described in Figure l 4 .
Figure l 6 shows the model and experimental results
for air flowing through the bed with no reaction at a mass
flow rate of 4l6-420 Ib/sq ft-hr»

The axial and radial

Peclet numbers required to force this agreement were 2.35
and 11.50 respectively.
Figure 17 shows the radial temperature profiles
predicted by the model in comparison with the data of
Serjak (39) for air flowing in a packed bed with nonisothermal wall conditions at a calculated mass flow rate
of 256 Ib/sq ft-hr.

The bed depth increments at level IV

and XI, as shown in Figure 17 9 are l«l 6 inches and 2.42
inches respectively.

The axial and radial Peclet numbers

required to force this agreement are 2 *0 and 12.0
respectively.
Figure 18 shows a plot of the resultant axial
Peclet numbers as a function of the mass flow rate and the
product of the mass flow rate and the catalyst particle
diameter.

A linear fit was employed for the purpose of

interpolation to different flow rates in the region of
350 Ib/sq ft-hr.

Extrapolation of this line beyond the

measured flow rate is not justifiable by theoretical con
siderations nor the agreement of the available data»
Inherent error in the specification of the Peclet numbers
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preclude any general applicability of the linear approxi
mation .
Figure 19 shows the experimental and model tempera
ture profiles for 350 Ib/sq ft-hr at two radial positions
for the reactor system using the Peclet numbers established
by the air flow data.

Agreement is best for radial

positions near the reactor tube wall.

The exit temperatures

predicted were seen to be in error by 3 •^ per cent for the
dimensionless radial position group equal to 0.8 and an
error of 9*1 per cent for the radial position group equal
to zero, that is the center line of the bed.
Figure 20 shows the resultant longitudinal average
conversion profiles for the same mass flow rate.

Cal

culated values from the Baron design method and the
Grossman design method as published by Baron (4) for this
chemical system and flow rate are also displayed.

The

average concentration was calculated for the model output
concentration by numerical integration over the radial
cross section of the bed.
While Baron's method shows better agreement with
the experimental data than the widely used Grossman method,
the model discussed in this paper predicted the outlet
concentration more accurately than either of the above.
The outlet conversion was seen to be in error by four per
cent and a relative error of thirteen per cent.

The

agreement near the inlet of the reactor between the model

too
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profile and the experimental results is quite poor.
disagreement is at present unexplained.

This

The high initial

slope of the concentration profile may be caused by several
computation effects.
The initial slope boundary condition may not have
relaxed due to iteration although the temperature profile
had converged.

The reaction rate term functionality at low

temperatures may be in error to some small extent.

Since

the reaction rate for low conversion is large, a small
error in the rate may significantly influence the conversion
profile.

The initial gradient discrepancy could possibly

be introduced by the effect of the mass transfer Peclet
numbers differing from the heat transfer Peclet numbers.
This deviation would not be expected at this mass flow rate
corresponding to a particle based modified Reynolds number
of 5 5 .0 .

VIIIe

ALTERNATE SOLUTION TECHNIQUE

The basic limitation of the digital computer
solution is the requirement of from four to eleven minutes
of digital computer calculation time for the generation of
a steady state solution or fifteen seconds for each scale
time increment of a dynamic solution•

This execution time

requirement, while not prohibitively expensive for single
or few solution applications such as design problems,
becomes an insurmountable economic barrier to attempts to
use the model in optimization studies or general control
analysis problems.
These applications require a large number of
solutions to be generated in order to evaluate the effects
of modifying system parameters or to utilize the reactor
model in a larger overall plant model.
Attempts at choosing Peclet numbers to provide
optimal agreement between the model and experimental data
was hindered by the moderate solutions times required.
Early project plans included the use of a steepest ascent
search program to accomplish the Peclet group determination.
Steepest ascent techniques, although very powerful multi
parameter search procedures, require multiple solutions of
the model system for perturbed parameter values to predict
optimum Peclet numbers.

It would not be unreasonable for
110
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this type of search program to require in the neighborhood
of one hundred accurate steady state solutions to the
equation set-

Such a single optimization of this type

would requirer on the average, seven minutes per solution
or over eleven hours for the model calculation alone-.

This

amount of calculation time and expense is generally beyond
the scope of most calculation research programsWith suitable development, the Peclet number model
could prove to be an excellent simulation and design tool,
both steady state and dynamic-

This development would

include refinement of the system parameters-

Should a

faster solution technique become available, such a
development program would not only be feasible, but would
be readily accomplishedSignificant improvement of the model could possibly
be effected by the inclusion of point values of properties
such as the velocity, densities, heat capacities, thermal
conductivities, and catalyst states rather than the use of
average values.

Such modifications would become econom

ically feasible if a solution technique were available
which could provide solutions at a rate at least one order
of magnitude faster than the present digital computation
model A solution technique is available which, in theory,
could solve this equation system from two to three orders
of magnitude faster than presently experienced.

This
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method, utilizing hybrid computation techniques, employs
the most powerful attributes of both digital and analog
computation.

One method of hybrid solution of this

equation system will be outlined in this chapter.

The

application of this method awaits accessability to a
suitable hybrid computer.
Hybrid Technique
In order to effect a hybrid solution of partial
differential equations, dependency of equation function
alities with respect to individual independent variables is
assigned to either analog or digital devices.

Low order

functionalities are generally handled by the digital
complement of a hybrid computer.

The higher order function

alities are normally assigned to the analog complement to
utilize the rapid electronic integration ability of the
analog components.
For the model equation system under investigation,
the spacial independent variables would be represented on
the analog computer while the transient or time variable
dependency, all systems control and iteration management
would be implemented and handled by the digital computer
with suitable software programming.
The equations defining the temperature and chemical .
conversion response would be discretized in only the radial
and time coordinates.

The axial derivatives would remain
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as continuous

functions

and be rep re s en te d directly on the

analog computer.
Parallel
ne tworks

tracks of analog integrators

and amplifier

solving for the tem perature and conv er sio n wou ld

be set up to accept in fo rm ati on from other model

"tracks,"

and time derivative inf orm at ion from the digital

computer.

The form of the original

<s2t
ax

yr

differential

equations is:

+ A|32r ( t , £ )

= pi

»r2 + r

di s cre ti zin g this

equation in the time and radial

coordi

nate directions yields:

T r - 1 ,x*~^T r ,x^T r + l ,x

a 2T

(X
1 jx2

( A r )2

+ A

p

r ( t ’£ ) r ,x

T

~T
r + 1 ,x
r - 1 ,x
2r A r

- Tr - Tr-i
a

T

solving for the second derivative with respect to the
longitudinal variable:

T r - 1 ,x~~^T r ,x^^r-fl ,x

Si--:

(Ar)2

Tr - T
-

Tip R ( T , £ )

r - Lr-i

r ,x

A T

^r + 1 ,x~T r-l ,x

ii4

grouping t e r m s :

V

^rp

S'T>

- a 2A ( T r-l,x> T r , x ’ T r + l , x )

- X P 2B ( T , £

)[r > x

+

T . ( T r ,

One track of hybrid devices corresponds

to one

radial ro w of points in the digital solution technique.
The advantage is that the hy bri d device can integrate in
an axial dire cti on at rates whi ch far exceed the full
finite difference technique.
at radial
values

increment r,

In terms of a general track

solution wou ld be effected from the

at track r -1 and r + 1 and the past time c o n c e n t r a 

tion stored in the digital c o m p u t e r .
The form of these tracks in terms of analog and
hybrid hardw are is shown in Figure 2 1 .
The po t en ti om et e r and coefficient values would be
set from the digital

computer by high speed solid state

coe fficient ne tworks

or high speed m u l ti p ly in g digital to

analog converters.

This

ability allows

the digital

computer to control

the solution conditions at high speed

and to perturb the param et er values in resp ons e to digital
computer resident op ti mi za ti on or control p r o g r a m s .
A full hyb ri d setup i nc or po rat ing seven tracks of
longitudinal

int egr ati ng circuits

and ne ce s sa ry radial

DA C

A nalog-D igital

Con.
£TT

r+

D igita l Computer
Figure 21.

A single track of the suggested hybrid computer circuit diagram.
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and axial bo un d ar y conditions w o u ld appear as is shown in
F i gur e 22.
Given equipment p re se n t l y purchasable,

the system

could generate over 100 iterations per second or five
complete steady state solutions per second.
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IX.

CONCLUSIONS

The two dimensional unsteady-state model equations
describing the dynamic behavior of fixed bed
reactor performance appears to be the preferable
equation system for numerical analysis and reactor
simulation.
The model equations are of the following f o r m :

1

a2f , 1

<^2f

+ a 1R(T,f)

A r Z

r

A r

<^2 t

1 yv_

6f
5f
and

1
Pe

a 2T
. 2
x 3x

=
3.

+ a 2 R(T,f)

Ar2 * r

^T
p

The finite difference forms of these equations,
together with the appropriate boundary conditions,
can be solved using digital computation techniques.
The numerical solution method described in this
thesis provides solutions to the finite difference
equations for spatial and time-coordinate increments
which meet the following constraints:
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A x =» dp
A r > dp
3*0 c A r *R = A r •L
—
o
A T > 50.
4.

The implemented model equations were utilized to
predict temperature and conversion profiles for an
experimental reaction system.

The experimental

data of Hall and Smith (25 ) for the sulphur
dioxide-air reaction were used for the comparison.
The model results were found to agree within ten
per cent of the experimental data at the reactor
exit .
Peclet numbers were predicted for radial and
longitudinal heat transfer by correlation of
experimental air flow data.

These Peclet numbers,

2.0 and 12.0 respectively, are in good agreement
with theoretically predicted values.
5•

Using the numerical techniques written in FORTRAN
digital computer programming language, the model
requires only moderate computer execution time.
Approximately fifteen seconds execution time
is required for the calculation of a typical scale
time increment reactor response.

From four to eleven minutes of execution time
are required for the generation of a steady state
solution to the model equations.
Hybrid computation techniques, utilizing digital
and analog computers, are the preferable approach
for the solution of the model equations and boundary
conditions.

The large number of solutions generated

per second would enable significant improvement of
the m o del, allow more thorough optimization of
parameters and facilitate dynamic control analysis
of reaction systems.
A possible hybrid calculation procedure is
outlined in this thesis which could be implemented
on small hybrid computers.

It is expected that

solution rates approaching one hundred solutions
per second could be achieved using such hybrid
computers.

X.

RECOMMENDATIONS

I recommend the thorough development of the Peclet
number model equations and their implementation on digital
and hybrid computers.

This particular model is potentially

of great value to the improvement of reactor design
techniques and the theoretical investigation of reactor
phenomena.
Specifically, I suggest the following extensions
of this work:
1.

Utilize numerical optimization techniques to
optimize the correlation of experimental data with
the axial and radial Peclet numbers.

Steepest

ascent or non-linear programming routines may be
used for the investigation of the effects of
temperature, flow r a te, or composition upon the
effective diffusivities and Peclet numbers.
2.

Investigate the use of point values for gas and bed
properties to give more accurate agreement with
experimental data.

This type of investigation

would provide basic information concerning radial
variation in such parameters as void fractions and
interstitial velocities.
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3.

Extend the investigation of dynamic system forcing•
The model may provide information for the improve
ment of reactor control systems and dynamic opera
tion to increase reactor yield.

4.

Examine more fully the stability characteristics of
the model equations.

5o

Modify the reactor model to include a dynamic model
for the phenomena occuring within individual
catalyst particles.

This inclusion should provide

significant improvement in the prediction of
transient reactor behavior with respect to
available model systems.
In order to facilitate these model expansions 9
improvements and uses, two general considerations must be
emphasized.
Fundamentally, the uses of this model are limited
by the minimal amount of dynamic reactor performance data
available.

To alleviate this problem, dynamic reactor

performance should be observed and sufficient data collected
to verify the predictions of transient responses by the
modelo
Of primary importance to the uses of the model is
the improvement of the solution rates possible with present
computer systems.

It is emphatically recommended that
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access to a hybrid computation system be provided to
accelerate and encourage the above mentioned proposals.

AP PE NDI X A

REACTION RATE SUBROUTINE
MAIN PROGRAM
2000
SUBROUTINE RATE(T,X,R)
2006
IF(T-6 1 3 •) 1 , 2, 2
2011
1 R = 0.
2013
RETURN
2014
2 IF(X-l.O) 4 ,3,3
2018
3R = 0 .
2020
RETURN
2021
4 IF(T-733•)7 , 7 , 5
2025
5 A = 1 .O/EXPEF(-0.013263*T+1 1 .6993)
2032
RO = EXPEF((-8584.18)/T +9 .813905)
2038
B = expef(-0.003i44*t + 3.331)
2043
GO TO 20
2044
? IF(T-663.) 9, 9, 8
2048
8 A = 0 .001l8o64*T - 0.72738
2052
B = e x p e f (-0.003i 44*t
+ 3.331)
2057
RO = EXPEF(-7671-75/T + 8.569)
2063
GO TO 20
2064
9 if(t-64o .) 11, 11,
10
2068
10 A = 0 .00118q 64*T - 0.72738
2072
B = EXPEF(-O.003l44*T + 3 *331)
2077
RO = EXPEF((-15019.7/T + 19.64871)
2083
GO TO 20
2084
11 IF(T-617.)
13,13,12
2088
12 A = EXPEF((-12616.5/T) + 16.1505)
2094
B = (-0 .00079435*T+0.601)*(T-6 2 3 •) + 0.737
2103
RO = EXPEF((-15019•7/T)
+ 1 9 -64971)
2109
GO TO 20
2110
13 R =0.0
2112
RETURN
2113
20 C = ((1 .O/RO)* (EXPEF(O.50*(0 .021599*T-l6 .744))
**4 .0 ))-B
2127
R = (RO - A *X)/(1.0 + B*X + C *X* *2 .0 )
2 1 43
I F (R ) 200, 201, 201
2147
200 R = 0.0
2149
201 NOP = O
2151
RETURN
END
2176
PRINT 47
2181
47 FORMAT (15X, 311 T ,15x,3H X ,15X, 3H R ,//)
2189
DO 50 I = 3 0 , 50
124

125

2192
2195
2198
2201
2204
220?
2210
2215
2223
2225
2227
2228

FI = I
T = 20.0 * FI
DO 49 J = 1 , 11
FJ = J
FJJ = FJ - 1.0
X * F JJ *0.1
CALL RATE(T ,X ,R )
PRINT 4 8 ,T,X,R
48
FORMAT(10X ,3F 1 5 •7 )
49 CONTINUE
50 CONTINUE
STOP
END

T

X

R

600.0
600.0
600.0
600.0
600.0
600.0
600.0
600.0
600.0
600.0
600.0

0.0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0

0.0000000
0.0000000
0.0000000
0.0000000
0.0000000
0.0000000
0.0000000
0.0000000
0.0000000
0.0000000
0.0000000
0.0102897
0.0084500
0.0067859
0.0052529
0.0038158
0 .0024455
0.0011171
0.0000000
0.0000000
0.0000000
0.0000000
0.0219372
0.0157711
0.0118007
0.0089437
0.0067015
0.0048004
0.0030620
0.0013415
0.0000000
0.0000000
0.0000000

620.0

620.0
620.0
620.0
620.0
620.0
620.0
620.0
620.0
620.0

620.0
640.0
640.0
640.0
640.0
640.0
640.0
640.0
640.0
640.0
640.0
640.0
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6 6 o.o
6 6 o.o
6 6 o.o
6 6 o.o
66o .o
660.0
660.0
660.0

0.0
0 .1
0 .2

0. 0446719
0. 0299705
0. 0218777

0.3
0 .4
0.3

0.0166277
0.0128174
0.0097845

66o. o
66o. o
66o. o

0.8
0.9
1.0
0.0
0 .1
0.2
0.3
0. 4
0.3
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1. 0
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.3
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1 .0
0.0
0.1
0.2

680.0
680.0
680.0
680.0
680.0
680.0
680.0
680.0
680.0
680.0
680.0

700. 0
700. 0
700. 0
700. 0
700. 0
700. 0
700.0

700. 0
700. 0
700. 0
700. 0
720 .0
720. 0
720. 0
720. 0
720. 0
720 .0
720. 0
720. 0
720. 0
720. 0
720. 0
740. 0
740. 0
740. 0
740. 0
740. 0
740. 0

0.6
0.7

0.3

o .4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.3
o.4
0.5

0. 0071469
0. 0046235
0.0019259

0. 0000000
0. 0000000
0.0663385
0.0452527
0.0333335

0. 0254881
0 .0197493
0.0151707

0. 0112045
0.0074563
0 .0035449

0 .0000000
0. 0000000
0.0913709
0.0636558

0. 0474475
0.0366337

0 .0286840
0.0223601
0.0169495
0.0119620
0.0069720

0. 0014858
0 .0000000
0. 1241571
0 .0881643
0.0666419
0.0520789

0. 0413362
0.0328498
0.0257282

0. 0193936
0 . 0134.105
0.0073807

0. 0000000
0.1675727

0.1210411
0.0921109
0.0721263
0.0572653
0.0455692
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740. 0
740. 0
740. 0
740. 0
740. 0
7 &0 . 0
760 .0
760.0
760.0
760.0
760.0
760.0
760.0
760.0
760.0
760.0
780.0
780.0
780.0
780.0
780.0
780.0
780.0
780.0
780.0
780.0
780.0
800.0
800.0
800.0
800.0
8 oo.o
800.0
800.0
800.0
800.0
8 oo.o
8 oo.o
820 .0
820.0
820.0
820.0
820.0
820.0
820.0
820.0
820.0
820.0
820.0

840. 0

o .6
0.7
0 .8
0.9
1.0
0.0
0 .1
0 .2

0.3
0 .4
0.9
0.6

0.7
0 .8
0.9
1 .0
0.0
0 .1
0 .2

0. 0359203
0 .0276228
0 .0202078
0 .0133314
0 .0000000

0. 2273947
0.1655812

0. 1250395
0 .0963004
0 .0747850
0.0580092
0 .0445082
0.0333622
0 .0239646
0.0158989
0.0000000

0.6

0. 3037796
0. 2210717
o .1629280
0. 1209792
0. 0900333
0 .0667648
0. 0489807

0.7

0.0351965

0.8

0. 0243833
0. 0158125

0.3
o.4
0.5

0.9
1 .0
0.0
0 .1
0 .2

0.3
0 .4
0.5
0.6

0.7
o .8
0.9
1 .0
0.0
0 .1
0 .2

0.3
o.4
0.5
0.6

0.7
o.8
0.9
1 .0
0.0

0 .0000000

0. 3999883
0. 2869590
o .2011364
0 .1402364
0.0978626
0 .0683046

o .0474404
0 .0324902
o .0216125
0. 0135837
0.0000000
0 .5196462

0. 3592163
o .2305850
0. 1466473
0 .0944543
0. 0617043
o. o4o6ooo
0.0265924
0.0170337
0.0103573
0.0000000

0. 6667394
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840.0
840.0
840.0
840.0
840.0
840.0
84o .0
840.0
840.0
840.0
860.0
860.0
860.0
860.0
860.0
860.0
860.0
860.0
860.0
860.0
860.0
880.0
880.0
880.0
880.0
880.0
880.0
880.0
880.0
880.0
880.0
880.0
900.0
900.0

900.0
900.0
900.0
900.0
900.0

900.0
900.0

900.0
900.0
920.0
920.0
920.0
920.0
920.0
920.0
920.0

.1
.2
•3
.4
•5
.6
•7
.8
o .9
1 .0
0 .0
0 .1
0 .2
o •3
o .4
o •5
o .6
o .7
0 .8
0 •9
1 .0
0 .0
0 .1
o .2
0 •3
0 .4
0 .5
o .6
0 •7
0 .8
0 •9
1 .0
o .0
0 .1
0 .2
o .3
0 .4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

.6
.7
.8
•9
1 .0
0 .0
0 .1
0 .2
0 •3
0 .4
0 •5
0 .6

0 .4274688
0.2396433
0 .1361329
0 .0807468
0.0496711
0.0312181
0 .0196934
0.0121930
0.0071460
0.0000000
0.8456078
0.4731913
0.2215653
0.1121997
0.0619921
0.0363339
0.0220324
0.0134604
0.0080521
0.0044990
0.0000000
1.0609397
0.4748112
0.1817457
0.0834744
0.0437053
0.0247173
0.0145337
0.0086034
0 .0049371
0.0025676
0.0000000
1 .3177321
0 .4233864
0.1343170
0.0373916
0.0288988
0.0158724
0.0090649
0.0051716
0.0027988
0.0012842
0 .0000000
1.6213731
0.3348304
0.0916233
0.0372367
0.0181945
0.0097226
0.0053709
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920 .0
920 .0
920.0
920.0
940.0
940.0
940.0
940.0
940.0
940.0
940.0
940.0
940.0
940.0
940.0
960 .0
960 .0
960.0
960.0
960.0
960.0
960.0
960.0
960.0
960.0
960.0
980.0
980.0
980.0
980.0
980.0
980.0
980.0
980.0
980.0
980.0
980.0
1000.0
1000.0
1000.0
1000.0
1000.0
1000.0
1000.0
1000.0
1000.0
1000.0
1000.0

0.7
0.8
0.9
1 .0
0.0
0 .1
0 .2
0.3
o .4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1 .0
0.0
0 .1
0 .2
0.3
o .4
0.5
o .6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0
0.0
0 .1
0 .2
0.3
o .4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1 .0
0.0
0 .1
0 .2
0.3
o .4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1 .0

0.0029147
0.0014351
o .0005013
0 .0000000
1.9774313
0 .2389409
0.0589972
0.0231339
0.0110042
0 .0057041
o .0030166
0.0015170
o .0006239
0 .0000672
0.0000000
2.3918112
0.1578968
0.0364390
0.0138807
0 .0046182
o .0032016
0.0015894
0 .0007004
0.0001778
0 .0000000
0 .0000000
2.8706477
0 .0988964
0.0218002
0.0080771
o .0036096
0 .0017075
0 .0007658
0.0002537
0.0000000
0.0000000
0.0000000
3 .4202888
0.0596736
0 .0127000
0 .0045626
0 .0019499
0 .0008518
0 .0003160
0.0000297
0.0000000
0 .0000000
0 .0000000

APPENDIX B
REACTOR MODEL DIGITAL COMPUTER PROGRAMS
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READ
DYNAMIC

MODEL

RETURN

CALCULATE
INLET
SECTION

SET INSIDE
WALL
TEMPERATURE

LOAD
DYNAMIC
T and C
ARRAYS

UPDATE
TT and CC
ARRAYS

RADIAL
WALL
CONCENTRATION
EXTRAPOLATION

NO

C E N T E R - LINE
CONDITIONS

YES

CONVERGENC

NO
MAIN
MODEL
EQUATIONS

CALCULATE
OUTLET
SECTION

END
REACTOR
EQUATIONS

EXCESSIVE
x LOOPS v

CALCULATE
SUCESSIVE
CONVERGENCE

YES
STOP 01
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START

INITIALIZE
PAST TIME
ARRAYS

CALL TIME
CALL TIME

TirVIE
INC EX

READ
PARAMETERS

MODEL
PRINT
PRINT
ARRAYS

PARAMETERS

CALL TIME
CALL TIME

NO
NIT IALIZE
T and C
ARRAYS

YES
FINAL

CALCULATE
EFFECTIVE
HEAT
CAPACITY

PRINTOUT

STOP
CALCULATE
COEFFICIENTS
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READ
DYNAMIC
B.C.

MODEL

SET INSIDE
WALL
TEMPERATURE

RADIAL
WALL
CONCENTRATION
EXTRAPOLATION

C E N T E R - LINE
CONDITIONS

MAIN
MODEL
EQUATIONS

RATE
UPDATE
TT and CC
ARRAYS

-<---

END
REACTOR
CONDI TIONS
RETURN

CALCULATE
SUCESSIVE
CONVERGENCE
LOAD
DYNAMIC
T and C
ARRAYS
NO
CONVERGENCE
?

YES
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